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MRS. RANNELLS DEAD.
Death early yesterday
morning relieved the sufferings of Mrs. Elsie
Rannells, who had been seriously 111
for several months.
Mrs. Rannells
came here 18 months ago from her
former home in Iowa, accompanied
by her husband, E. A. Rannells. who
became manager of the
Harvey dairy
shortly after their arrival. Mrs. Ran-
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nells' health. Instead or getting bet
ter as she had hoped, gradually failed SPENDS
DAY IN NEWARK,
N. J., NEW JERSEY GOVERNOR
OPENS PRESIDENT TAFT. FOR TH AT REA- and she was obliged some time ago to
AND WILL MAKE SPEECH IN
CAMPAIGN FOR NOMINATION
go to the Las Vegas hospital where
SON, ASKED SUPPRESSION OF
New YORK TONrQHI.
she remained until the time of her
IN ILLINOIS
CHARGES AGAINST RAY
death. A sister, Mrs. Garrett, arrived
Saturday evening from her home in TO
SOUND
KEYNOTE AGAINST JUDICIAL
Nebraska. In addition to her husband
RECALL TO
DE GIVEN
..
a
Q1,.t t V..t
Un
NO
FAVORS
viiu iikj m mi tr;i is
a and sister, Mrs. Rannells is survived
number of prisoners. Captain Saiga-do- , by her
parents and other relatives in PRESIDENT'S LINCOLN DAY
SAYS JUGES ARE NOT ADMINIS
of the government troops, is reEXECUTIVE
REQUESTED
Chanute, Kan. She was 31 years of
THAT
ARE
TO
EXPECTED
TRATIVE
ported to have been killed. Hernan age.
OFFICER8
AND
PAYMASTER BE TREATED
Mr.
Accompanied
Rannells
by
AS
dez and his band are said to be it
BE SIGNIFICANT.
ARE THU8 EXEMPT
and Mrs. Garrett the body was sent
ANY OTHER OFFICER
flight.
today to Chanute where burial will oc
At
cur. J. C. .John sen A Son nrenarori POLITICS
IS GROWING HOT SAYS HIS PARTY WILL WIN
the body for the journey.
To Buy Off the Rebels
SAID HE ASSUMED TOO MUCH
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 12. Orozco was
f
REPUBLICANS
TODAY
PARTICl
DECLARES PEOPLE ARE TIRED OF
going to meet Hernandez with a flag
WHILE DISGRACED MAN HAD AIDIN
PATED
of truce, the government claims, when
B. o. p. AND WILL
DEFEAT
ED HIM POLITICALLY NO
the rebels fired upon him and Orozco
MEETINGS IN STATES.
ANY MAN IT NAMES
and his command returned the fire.
EXISTED
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Abram Gonzales, constitutional gover
Washington, Feb. 12. With a busy
Chicago, Feb. 12. Governor Wood-ronor or cninuanua and minister of
Washington, Feb. 12 The alleged
day before him, President Taft left
Wilson of New Jersey
sobernacion in the Madero cabinet,
opened his political iniluence of Major Beecher
8 o'clock this
at
Washington
Illinois
morning
campaign for the democratic B. Ray, the
left El Paso jn a special train this
vvasnington, Feb. 12. Senate:
army! paymaster declared
for New Jersey and New York. The nominatior for
president in an address to have enjoyed
morning for Chihuahua to distribute session at 2 o'clock p. m.
frequent changes ot
first
was
president's
to
be
a
in
at
stop
Lincoln's
today
$300,000 among the rebels in an effort
Senators Lee and Kenyon will introbirthday luncheon station and
immunity from troubles
Newark, N. J., to be tne guest at a of the Iroquois club. He
lo get Ohem to lay down their arms. duce resolution for joint
reiterated
because of the influence of President
congressional luncheon of former Governor Franklin his belief In the
initiative and refer-nduHe enters the state following the is investigation of "money trust."
Taft,
again was a subject of investiASTONISHMENT THROUGHOUT THE REALM suance
and predicted democratic vicof a proclamaton yesterday by
Sherwood pension bill rejected by Murphy.
gation today before the house committhe
During
afternoon
will
he
in
November.
go tory
Anting Governor Gonzales calling at pensions committee and a substitute
tee on expenditures in the war departfrom there to Orange, N. J., and early
"I believe in the initiative and ref
tention to the spector of American in- of Senator Smoot adopted.
ment.
in the evening he will reach New erendum because
A
they will give the
tervention unless trouble soon ceases
resolution of Senator Reed
Paymaster General Whipple testi-DeNews That the Usurping Sovereigns Would Turn Over the Reins of In Mexico.
York, where he is scheduled to speak people real
representative
govern
amending the constitution to prohibit at a number of
that Major Ray had established a
banquets.
ment," said Governor Wilson.
"They record for
Adjutant General Henry Hutchison a presidential third term was laid on
Government to the People and Their Representatives Came
frequent changes in station.
The principal function ne is to at- are state and local
of the Texas National Guard, arrived the table.
questions and are In 13 years he had been
is
tend
the
successively
Lincoln
cay banquet of designed to give the people the pow stationed at 18
in El Paso this morning to
Unexpectedly
President submitted an agricultural
Retiring Prince Makes No Restrictions
investigate
whereas the
points,
New York Republican club, where er in localities where
the
the Chihuahua revolutionary trouble department report on the cotton boll
Bpecial interests
and His Surrender Is Absolute
expected he will make an ad- hvae obtained control of public affairs. average assignment of a paymaster at
and report to Governor Colquitt
weevil and asked that it be printed.
dress of considerable significance in
"I have never favored the recall of any station ia between three andj. four
Report of elections committee ma connection with
years. Chairman Helm, asked General
the political
judges because they are not adminisif any of the assignments had
jority,
Senator
exonerating
StephenOrozco Family Loyal.
Peking, Feb. 12 China today joined that the Manchu rulers, seeing that
trative officers of the government. Whipple
son from election corruption
ben made at the direction of Presicharges,
the sisterhood of the world's repub China proper was armost entirely in
They simply interpret and enforce the dent Taft.
Chihuahua, Feb. is. Captain Jose presented.
lics. In three imperial edicts the fflvnr nf the rpimhlmnn Mpr nnH that Orozco commanded
law. To urge the recall ot judges is
Arrives In New Jersey.
the 50 rural
"Yea," he answered. "In 1909 the
Senator
the
Kenyon
spoke favoring
Manchu dynasty changed 400,000.000 the outlying- dependencies of Tibet, I guards who defeateu
Newark, N. J., Feu. 12. President to treat a symptom rather than the president asked that Major Ray be
of
dollar-a-daSherwood
pension bill.
rueopte from subjects Of an absolute Turkestan, Mongolia and Manchurir j State Hernandez and blp 200 rebeta t
I'm l and party arrived here today disease.
ent to Atlanta
19
r1
"I nave visited a number of states that he be sentand in November,
from WaahlilKton.
Bevnriil thousand
ruler to citizens of the largest self- - were breaking away, decided that J. Voqui nd fbok several pHsners Trit
to New "SforaV
M:ons at steel
m;or
warding
I
,
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.
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i
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tne
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think
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g
n
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'
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ii,
partv
persons greeted
"- " "At whoso request was It that Major
"
'" I.I "ve
wa8 hearu u staney commll. street station where he was met
no
by proapeet for BUcoeM ia
first edict announced the abdication ot popular demand an abdicate from ueen reponea nere. Hernanaez nea planU
wu sent to CWSago from Allan
Hay
who
is
nominated
re
matter
by the
former Governor Iranklln Murphy,
northward on the way to Ojinaga,
ta, rather than to New York?"
the dynasty after 300 years of abso-- power.
Secretary S Unison testified regard- host to the president during his Stay. publicans.
"I got orders rrom the chief of
near the Texas border.
lute rule; the second j3clared that the
y
ing Panama canal tolls before inter"The country, I believe, is deeply staff's office to make the change to
The First Troop of cavalry, Nafather-in-lathrone accepted tne reptiblic; the
Albino
of Gen- state commerce committee.
Fras,
Rebels Win a Victory.
tional Guard of New Jersey and a po- dissatisfied with republican manage
The chief of staff said that
third approved all the conditions London, Feb. 12. The imperialist eral Orozco, is marching to the west
William Nelson Cromwell's connec- lice detachment escorted the presi- ment of the nation's affairs. The peo- Chicago. was
ill and a surgical oper
Mrs. Ray
Kai
Shi
Yuan
tc
on
Premier
disAntonio
the
rebel
tion with Panama canal purchase
by
oppose
agreed
Rojas,
army under General Chang Hsun,
dent through the streets. During the ple desire a change. The republicans ation was to be performed in Chicago.
and the republicans.
leader, who has announced his inten- cussed before foreign affairs commit- luncheon Mr. Taft ejrmally was no- have failed to rectify the essential
which has been in contact with repuli-licaGeneral Carter said this change was
tee.
The third edict created great astontified of his recent election to mem- wrongs.
troops for some days, was today tion of marching on Chihuahua.
made at the request of the White
lewis fraud order case developed bership in the New Jersey Historical
ishment. It had been expected that routed with serious losls near Su
"My friends often ask men how I House."
controversy between George B.
like
of
J.
the Manchus would demand conditions Chow, Anhwei province.
Francis
Justice
practical politcs and I tell them
Swayze
society.
One of the letters of President
and E. C. Madden before
which would safeguu.ro many of their
the New Jersey supreme court acted that I like it first rate. The experi- Taft to Paymaster General Whipple,
According to a special dispatch re- CURLEY ENCOURAGES
ence is not new to me. Anybody who put in evidence in the case and made
expenditures committee.
as spokesman.
privileges, but, according to the proc- ceived here from Shanghai, the repub
Investigation into the political inlamation, the surrender is uncondi- lican troops mined the ground in front
Justice Swayze's name has been fights for reform is certain to have puiblic today, follows:
fluence of Major Ray was continued mentioned in connection with the va- brickbats thrown at him. In politics
tional. The edict ini'ormeu the vice of their entrenchment. Then by feint- 'Beverly, July 5, 1910. (Personal
LOCAL
PROMOTERS
imof
the
by war department expenditures com- cancy in the United States supreme the brickbate oftdn are invisible and and confidential).
roys and provisional governors
ing a retreat, they inveigled the
mittee, Paymaster General Whipple court, caused by ..ie death of Justice cannot be dodged."
retirement of the throne from politica.' perialists to following them and then
I have
"Dear General Whipple:
testifying.
John M. Harlan.
power and instructed them to con- exploded the mines. The imperialist
read the letter of
regarding
Took up army appropriation bill
tinue doing their duty and to preserve army sustained heavy casualties and BEFORE LEAVING FOR HOME IN
Poymaster Ray, whichi you have
with expectation of passing it by
CHICAGO HE SAYS LAS VEGAS
order throughout the land. It de- lost many of their field guns. General
Colorado Por Taft.
shown me before in' times past I had
IS HIS PREFERENCE.
clared that the step taken by tne Chang Hsun took refuge In a railroad
Tuesday nigiht.
had a personal interest in the welfare
Denver, Colo., Feb. 12. The repub- A. M'ARTHUR DEAD
shark bill fixing lican
Passed anti-loathrone was in order to meet the car and escaped toward Su Chow Fu.
of Major Ray. I have no relations
campaign in this
With the intention, tt it is possible 12 per cent as maxiium interest ratt state opened here today with the aswishes of the people.
with Major Ray that prevent my difor him to do so, of ultimately making in District of Columbia.
commitAT
central
state
of
the
Asks Immediate recognition.
recting you to take Uie same disciplinsembling
tee. It was reported that an attempt
San Francisco, Feb. 12. An appeal arrangements for staging the bout beary action in respect to him as in the
The abdication of the Chinese
of the Chi- tween Jack
Johnson and Jimmie
case of any of your subrodniates.
would be made to secure an indorse-mei- i
throne by Pu Yi, the child emperor, for immediate recognition
re- PROMINENT
was sent Flynn for the worlds' heavyweight
for
the
Roosevelt
nese
of
Theodore
government
"It seems to me that it would be
MERCHANT
SUC
republican
Manchu
end
to
the
an
powerful
SENATE COMMITTEE IS
brings
to President Taft and Secretary of boxing championship in ias Vegas,
wise to send General Garlington or a
CUMBS TO ILLNESS OF LONG
publican presidential nomination, but
dynasty, which has reigned in Chin
King Chong Jack Cu:!ey, manager for Flynn and
trusted assistant to inspect Ray's acit was admitted that? -- niy a small maSTANDING EARLY TODAY
since 1644. The boy ruler has beel State Knox today by Tongb'ehalf
of
BILL
the
Uiomoter
PENSION
in
AGAINST
the
of
left
Sam
Ark,
counts and those of his clerks as well
m;ll,
Saturday
jority was behind this move and that
on the throne since November 14, and Wong
association,. Wfm i 'ght for MB home in Chicago afttr
makes that if
the endorsement of President Taft for
Wagon Mound, N. M, Feb. 12. Ar- as the charges
1908, when the emperor, Kwang Su. Chinese 'repiltjfic
is a fore- thur MacArthur, manager of the A. the facts turn out to be as
of
that organization having spent two ftays In this city.
renomination and
his uncle, died. His father, Prince the headquarters
BILL WILL BE gone conclusion.
from Ray
Curley was greatly pleased with the BUT DOLLAR-A-DAMaoArthun company, one of the lead- states, to separate
Chun, was appointed regent and was in this city.
ON
FLOOR BY
CHAMPIONED
situation.
reason
The
did
he
Great interest was manifested In ing citizens of Wagon Mound, died this at once.
only
the chief figure in China for three
BROWN AND CURTIS.
not sign before he Osparted an agree- s
"While Ray's conduct, if
the speech of former Senator A. J. morning at his home at about 8 o'clock
years.
ment to bring the match here was
Lincoln Day banquet, after an illness of two weeks. De- - charges are true, could subject him
at
the
Beveridge
ot
Surrounded by a large number
BRIGANDAGE CONTINUES that he has several other offers to Washington, Feb. 12. The Sher- at which members of the state central
epite the fact that he has been se to lie severest condemnation, there
dollar-a-da- y
princes of the imperial clan and Manpension committee and nea?? every republi- riously ill Mr. Mac Arthur's death came seems, from
consider. Cities from Salt Lake to wood
's language and
chu officials with reactionary ideas
the Pacific coast and several New bill was rejected today by the senate can editor of the state will be present. as a shock to his many friends. He telegram to be such a condonation by
REPUBLIC
SISTER
IN
to
face
face
was
the regent
brought
Mexico towns have made bids for the committee on pensions and another
The republican state convention to is survived by a wife and four children him and his wife that it would be well
with a revolutionary movement In
measure which would involve an an- select delegates and alternates to the and his father, W. G. MacArthur of tq avert the demoralizing scandal for
big show. Curley favors LaB Vegas.
favor of modern reforms. He endeavnual expenditure or $22,000,000 pro- convention at Chicago, and to frame
He regretted his inability to make
FIRE UPON FLAG OF
REBELS
Monument, who was at his bedside the army involved In the court mar
ored to placate both parties hut ended
visit here. It was a surprise posed as a substitute, by Senator a party platform, will meet at Colo- at the time of his death.'
BORNE BY OROZCO
TRUCE
tial proceedings, which; would place s.
longer
dissatisfaction
by causing genera
to Curley to find such admirable con- Smoot of Utah, was adopted. Senators rado Springs on Wednesday, March
ENSUES
BATTLE
on
AND
and Mrs.
Mr.
came
to
MacArthur
Wagon
stigma
t
which led' to his resignation on Deditions for training camps. He was Brown of Nebraska mm Curtis ol 27. The assembly at which party can- Mound from his home in Canada when which they would never recover from.
1911.
cember fi,
Washington, Feb. 12 Brigandage particularly pleased with the hot Kansas gave notice that in the senate didates to go on the state primary bal- he was about 16 years old. During Ray could be told that his superiors
The promise of a constitutional gov- still exists to a ertain extent in
springs near the Montezuma ho- they would press the Sherwood bill as lot will be chosen e!l be held in this the early part of his residence in the knew his fault and have provided
ernment made by the dowager embut there is an absence of or- tel. He promised the business men a substitute for the wnoot bill.
southwest he was in the employ of G. against it, and in the interest of his
city on Thursday, August 1.
ac- who had been in consultation
press on her death Ded in 1908 was ganized revolutionary movement,
with
mercantile victims and the army It was deemed
Senator Smoot's estimate of $24,000-00- 0
These matters were decided expe- W. Bond, who owned
not fulfilled in any way until May cording to state department advices him that he wcmld g,ive Las Vegas seras the cost of his plan is based on ditiously here today by the republican stores in a number of towns n ths best not to present it to the board
last year. In that ntonth an imperial today. There is revolutionary activity ious consideration before making his the pension bureau's computation of state central committee. An amend- section. In 1892 Mr. MacArthur pur- on the condition, that he avoid such
edict abolished the omi grand council, near Torreon and at Varecruz. Mata final decision, which he probably will
age and length of service of the vet- ment endorsing Theodore Roosevelt chased some shares in the Bond com- conduct in the future.
which, together with the court, held moros, CoahuUa, is reported to have not reach until some time within the erans. The Sherwood bill, according as Colorado's choice for the republican pany and at that time opened up ths
These suggestion are on the as
absolute power, and substituted a con- gone over to the rebels. In the south next several weeks. On Friday of to the
out
would
's charges are
have
by
is
A.
brought
that
which
establishment
candidate,
MacArthur
bureau,
sumption
pension
presidential
stitutional cabinet.
true and that General Garlington
one of the Bond stores.
the federal troops seem to be gaining this week Johnson and Flynn will post cost about $75,000,000 a year.
Merle D. Vincent, leader of the
103.
had
been ground, having won several victories their forfeit money of $10,000, which
iowis
Revolutionary
Last fall' Mr. MacArthur went to knows them to be so. I do not favor
The Smoot bill, aoopred by a vote
insurgents, was lost, 10 to
uch
will be the final guarantee that the of 12 to 2 after the Sherwood bill had President Taft was endorsed for
spreading in the meantime and the recently.
Kansas City for an operation for kid- court martial proceedings in
3clared against
103 to 10. ney trouble and returned seemingly cases where there is condonation, in or
southern provinces
'
bout will take place. After that the been voted down 10 to 4, embodies
and
I
the continuation of Manchu rule and
location for the exhibition will be de- provisions to pension civil war vet- By a similar vote a resolution by Mr. as well as ever. However, he was der to prevent scandal. The army
Hernandez is Defeated
broke into open rev?. After much
of
12.
cided on.
Feb.
band
The
Mex.,
Juarez,
erans 62 years old who served 90 days Vincent for a presidential preference taken sick about two weeks ago and suffers, the parties suffer and only the
was from that time 'his condition grew prurient readers of such trials reIn one of his trips over the scenic or more, and any Mexican war veteran
fighting- the revolutionists proclaimed rebels in Chihuahua, commanded by
primary by individual counties
a republic at Nanking in December Braulio Hernandez, who recently re- - highway In an auto Curley, looking who served 60 days or more. The lost.
steadily more serious. The funeral will ceive any advantage. The discipline
aiima 'I oc emffatn t,. st
and Dr. Sun Yat sen accepted the .llSli1
ff Chi.
.1111' V.
''I ctnta
be held Wednesday afternoon from involved does not outweigh in Its
'II overdone of the steep declivities, said, Mexican war veterans would receive
presidency on Decemwer 29.
the opera house, and in all probability benefit for the army the injuries to
huahua, were defeated at Moqui, west In speaking of Johnson's proclivity $30 a month.
Illinois Is Repuolican.
12. "We are the Masons, of which Mr. MacArthur the prestige of ti e army and the de111..
Feb.
The civil war veterans would be put
Negotiations between the republi- of the city of Chihuahua, yesterday for fast driving: "If that smoke ever
Springfield,
r
moralization it causes.
cans and the Imperialists followed, by federal troops.
gets scorching on this highway there on a graded scale from $13 a month here to indorse a republican platform was a member, will officiate. Mr.
You can show this letter to Gen- The information, which comes froir won't be any fight He'll he piled up for 90 day veterans, 62 years of age, and candidate which are republican,"
carried $20,000 insurance and
and an armistice was arranged. This
was of considerable wealth. He wot
was not strictly observed but the ne- government sources, is to the effect at the bottom of some of these can- to $30 a month for veterans, 75 years
42 years old.
(Continued on Page Flvel
gotiations continued with the result that many were slain on both sides yons wtth his machine on top of him.' old, who served three years or more.
(Continued on Page Flvel
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fifteenth to (the seventeenth.
The
was generally the warm- est day of the moDw,
I
The dryness caused low relative humidity readings, the average for the
month at the Agricultural College was
35 per cent, at San;w me, 56 per cent,
at Fort Stanton 29 per cent, and at
Roswell 53 per cent. The percentage
of sunshine was large; there was U
per cent of the tota possible amount
at Santa Fe and 84 per cent at Roswell, while for the state as a whole
there wera 22 clear days, seven partly
cloudy and oniy two cloudy. The wind
movement of the monui was about
that of the usual January. A few
briBk to high winds occurred but no
gales were recorded, ana the month
was a pleasant one. The prevailing
direction of the wind was from the

V
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PAST MONTH WAS
BOTH COLD AND
DRY
TEMPERATURE

PUD

PRECIPITA-

TION WERE ONLY SLIGHTLY
BELOW THE AVERAGE.

twenty-sixt- h
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NEW MEXICO REAL

HAPPY HUNTING
GROUNDS
NOT THE MECCA OF DEPARTED
SPORTSMEN BUT OF THOSE IN
FLESH AND BLOOD.

Santa Fe. X. M., Feb. 12. The temSanta Fe, X. M., Feb. 12 New
Mexico is pictured as a sportsmen's
perature of Jonuary averaged slightly below the normal owing to the cold
paradise by State Game and Fish
weather of the first half of the month,
Warden Thomas P. Gable in the first
but the deficiency was not sufficient
annual printed report transmitted by
to be notable. The remarkable drythis department to the governor since
west.
ness of the month, hmrerer, was notethe enactment of the game laws of
,
Temperature.
was made
worthy. Dozens of stations had no
The mean temperature for the state, (1903. The report which
precipitation, or but a trace, and the as determined from the records of 75 public today is intensely interesting
It conaverage for the entire state was only '
a mean altitude ol and handsomely illustrated.
0.09 inch. There have been dryer stations, having
the
various
treats
persubjects
cisely
about 5,000 feet, waB 33.8 degrees, or
to game and fish and also inmonths, but they have been few in- one 1
taining
me
below
normal, and
degree
deed. Only four have been recorded
6.3 degrees below (he warm month cludes a detailed financial statefipt,
in 16 years, since sument stations
ana disburseof January, 1911. 'the highest local showing the receipt
were established to afford a fairly reof
the
ments
during the
department
mean
was 44 degrees at
liable average for the state. May, monthly
Gable has dir cted its
Warden
time
Carlsbad, and the Mgfaest recorded
1906, had an average of 0.07 inch;
Through the efficient work
83 degrees at the same affairs.
temperature
an
November, 1897,
of
the
average of 0.06 station on the twenty-sixth- .
warden, the report
present
The
shows that hereafter no appropriation
Inch; Xovefber, 1903, only a trace, lowest
demean
was
19.9
monthly
and December, 1903, 0.07 inch. The
will be needed from the state legisgrees at Chama, and the lowest reof the
deficiency in precipitation was gen- corded temperature 18 degrees below lature for the maintenance
the
unless
fish
eral, but greatest, of course, in the zero at
and
game
department,
Springer on the second and
mountain districts where the precipienact laws for the
third. The greatest local monthly legislature should
tation of January la usually large, but
establishment of fisft hatcheries and
range of temperature was 84 degrees
throughout the state rt averaged more at
game preserves.
at
43
least
and
the
Valley,
degrees
than 0.40 inch. There were no days
According to Game Warden Gable,
Cloudcroft, while the greatest local
with general precipitation. Light snow
Mexico presents a field unsurXew
on
65
was
the
degrees
flurries occurred at many northern daily range
sixth. The district averages were as passed anywhere in the world for that
and r few central stations on the!
follows:: No. 7 (Canadian and north- recreation and enjoyment so relished
fifth; again at scattered stations on
moun32.2; No. 8, (Pecos and Rio by the true sportsmen. Its great
the eleventh. Light misting rain oc- - east),
a
are
with
covered
tain
9
ranges
heavy
and
34.4,
.o.
(Western)
Grande)
currnl at a few stations on the six- 34.4
growth of timber, while down the
degrees.
teenth or seventeenth, and snow flurrugged slopes flow inexhaustible
Precipitation.
ries r ligiht rain again on the twenThe average precipitation for the streams of cold, pure water. Over the
tieth, but the average number of days
as determined by the records vast wooded areas wander deer and
with precipitation was less than one. state,
of 145 stations, was 0.09 inch, or 0.48 antelope as well as a legion of predaThe snowfall was exceedingly light,
inch below the normal, and 0.50 be tory animals which are always the
except at a few of the high mountain low
The greatest delight of the big game ffunter, as
January, 1911.
stations, and the stored depth at the amount
was 1.90 inches ai Chacon, the bagging of such animals furnishes
close of 1911, has materially deand the least none at 44 stations, excitement of the most thrilling kind.
creased. Fortunately, however, the
while 35 additional had only a trace. The most numerous of these predatory
cold weather of the first half of the
The greatest amount in any 24 hours animals as well as tne most destruc
month solidified the snow, and in most
was 1.08 inches at Chacon on the tive are the wily mountain Hons. The
of the higher districts melting has
The average snowfall for the havoc wrought by them among the
been slow. Over the plains country eighth.
was 1.2 inches, practically all of game which the state is trying to prostate
and in nil of the lower mountain disthis, however, fell in the northern tect, as well as the livestock, has
tricts, where much snow remained at counties and the
higher mountain dis- prompted the placing of a large
the close of December, rapid melting
tricts. The district averages were as bounty on mountain Hons In oruer to
occurred, and these districts 'were
follows: No. 7, 0.07 inch; No. 8, 0.12 encourage hunters to track and kil)
generally bare by the middle of JanNo. 9, 0.03 inch. There was an them. Next to the mountain lion in
has been moderate, inch;
uary. The run-of- f
average of less than one day with ap destryctiveness to game is the wildhowever, most of the moisture going
cat, which preys especially on turkey
preciable precipitation.
Into the ground.
CHARLES E. LINJEK.
and grouse. Next comes the lobo wolf
a marked de
There was quit
which playa havoc wttli ihep. Bears
Section Director.
eastover
the
In
temperature
ficiency
are also numerous tn crifferent sec-- i
northin
the
ern border counties, and
of New Mexico, especially on the
tlons
A
PROGRESSIVE.
DEFINE
WILL
Test and west, also at a few scatFeb. 12. Secretary upper Pecos,
where they frequently
Mich.,
Lansing,
tered stations elsewnere, but gener- of the
Some very
Treasury MacVeagh is coming attack and kill cattle.
ally the departures from the normal to
tomorrow to add to the large bear have been killed in recent
Lansing
were
small.
While
the
temperature
of the republican situation oy years by hunting parties who have
days were warm the last half of the gayety
a speech to Uie republicans of visited the Pecos region.
making
conlow
month,
night temperatures
with "What Is a Progress
Michigan
Game Hogs Prosecuted.
tinued, and the average for the month
was practically nornw or slightly be- ive?" for his topic. The secretary will
In spite of the depredations
of
low. Cold weather was general at the be the guest of hoir at the annual the predatory animals mentioned, the
of
the Zach Chandler club in
beginning of the month, and continued banquet
game garden reports that the actual
until the thirteenth to fifteenth. Brief this city tomorrow nnight. The occa number of wild game in New Mexico
to mark the begin
cool periods again occurred from the sion is designed
is at
than it has been
of a period in
Taft campaign for present greater
nineteenth to twenty-first- ,
and eight- ning
ana the same is
years
many
past
econd and during which increased effort will be true of the fish in the lakes and
eenth to thirtieth; the
third were generally the coldest days made to impress upon the country streams. This fact is mainly to the
of the month. The most marked warm that President Taft has been a prac attributed to the splendid enforcetical progressive and that progressive- - ment of
the game laws by the pres
period occurred from the twenty-thirtmt fairly high ness is the watchword of his adminis- ent warden and his assistants whc
to the twenty-sixth- ,
much as It is of the inas
tration
have been active in punishing vio- temperature also prevailed from the
surgents.
d
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lators. The strict enforcement of the
game laws is not effect ea without
some difficulty and requires constant
vigilance on the part of the game
warden and his deputies. Perhaps the
greatest number of violations have in
the past been committed by bands of
nera'.ions had
Indians, who for
ranged over the mountain sections of
New Mexico and hunted at will.
Up to two years ago, nothing had
been accomlished to put a stop to
the ruthless slaughter of same, especially deer, by the Pueblo Indians.
When he assumed office, Game Warden Gable determined to see that the
game laws were enforced. He had
several thousand copies of the laws for
the protection of game printed in
both English and Spanish, also a synopsis on cards and posters. These
were sent to all deputy game wardens,
county clerks, forest supervisors and
guards, as well as to teachers at the
various Indian pueblos and Indian
reservation agents and traders, for
distribution and posting. The Indians
seemed to understand the meaning ot
the law, as they secured hunting licenses, but in spite of this, they conaeer and other
tinued to slaughte
game at will.
The game warden anu his deputies
then determined to resort to drastic
action and put a stop to the game law
violations, following numerous r
ports from western New Mexico that
had
bands of maraudii.
Indians
butchered hundreds of deer, literally
wiping out the game in one of the
finest hunting regions of New Mexico.
In the fall of 1910, five different
bands of Indians were arrested for
game law violations. Each individual
member of these bands was copvicted
and heavily fined, despite pressure
brought to bear by certain prominent
citizens to secure their discharge on
the plea that they were ignorant of
committing any wrong. While in these
cases the costs, including transportation and other necessary expenditures,
were heavy, the infliction of fines in
stead of a term
imprisonment,
more than paid all expenses and in
addition the moral effect was suf- flcently impressive to bring about
most satisfactory results. During the
year 1911, the game warden had no
complaints of the wholesale slaughter
of game by the Indians. One deputy-wardesent on. a tour of Inspection
reported that he was unflble to find
a moccasin track in the tfctil moun
tains.
Department
Though the annual appropriation
for salaries in the office is but $2,300
annually, all other orexpenses Includgnttte ani flsh
ing Uie purcnaBO
are met by moneys derived from the
game protection funo. This fund has
been carefully accounted for by Game
Warden Gable and waat has been expended has been judiciously expended.
Realizing the Importance of stocking
Xew Mexico's Xational forests with
elk and recognizing the natural conditions conducive to tneir propagation,
Game Warden Gable during 1911 purchased a herd of 12
elk
in Routt county, Colorado.
The herd
included nine cows and three hulls.
They were divided into three separate bands of three cows and one bull
and distributed as follows: Red River
canyon, near Raton; Galllnas canyon,
northwest of Las Vegas, and in Cimarron canyon, near Cimarron. All of
these imported elk are at present in
excellent condition, six calves having
been born. The game warden is planning now to secure two carloads ot
elk at an early date from Wyoming
for distribution in other sections of
three-year-ol-

d

Xew Mexico.

Fish of New Mexico,
According to the report, the fish oi
the state have become numerous both
as to the quantity and kind. The lakes
and ponds have as Inhabitants the
ring percn, cat fish, buffalo and black
bass, the latter the king of the fresh
water flsh and the delight of. the angler on "account of his gamey spirit.
Then there is the brook and mountain trouL which also abounds in Xew
Mexico's mountain streams. The mountain trout is a native of the Rocky
Mountain region, and when
with the rainbow variety
grows to large size, weighing from
five to seven and even ten pounds in
some instances. Xownere in the West
is trout fishing any better than in
Xew Mexico. The national government
has been very friendly and liberal in
furnishing trout for planting to both
the Xew Mexico game and nsh department and to individuals. During the
years 1910 and 1911,
trout
and 16.2G5 other kinds of flsh were
furnished by the government In
addition, during the same period the
game warden has purchased and
"And
planted 1,513,300 trout. Game Warden
Gable recently placed an order for
Always ready to serve instantly from the package and Mighty Good.
500,000 trout fry for spring delivery
At home or abroad-w- hen
business or play calls for a quick meal or lunch, about the best
this
year.
thintr
one can have is a bowl of crisp Post Toa.sties.
Recommends Game Preserve.
The game warden has recommendConvenience of serving has helped to make this food a favorite-bey- ond
delicious flavor and ed to the biological emrvey seventeen
that,
wholesome nourishment.
townships in the Pecos Xational For
est, which extends into the counties of
Santa Fe, San Miguel, Mora, Taos and
Rio Arriba, as a site for the estab
lishment of a national game preserve
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Pure Food Factories, Battle
in Xew Mexico. The plan is to place
Creek, Mich.
inter-breede-

For the "Hurry Up"
Breakfast

Post Toast ies
"The Memory Lingers"

9,5!s-,0-

cream

d

hj this large reserve a number of deer,
elk, antelope, mountain sheep, turkey
and grouse and to permit them to In
crease, taking them at proper intervals from the preserve and transferring them to the various sections t
the state where gjame may be scarce.
To protect this preserve, It is suggested that a prohibitive zone three miies
in extent on each side he established
which will prevent the slaughter of
the game enclosed, by careless or
reckless hunters. The game warden
points out that aside from the preservation of game in this national park,
it will serve as an interesting and at
tractive advertisement for New Mexi
co, equaling in scenic grandeur the famous Yellowstone park. Within the
inclosure trails would be constructed
lodges built and other ouildings erected, making it a delightful point for
tourists to visit and enjoy. As a result of his efforts the department ot
game and flsh warden has already se
cured for. this project the endorsement
of T. S. Paland hearty
mer, chief of the biological survey; A.
C. Ringland, district
and A.
C. Cooper, United States game warden.
Tn speaking of game preserves, Mr.
Gable also urges the establishment of
private preserves for both flsh and
game on a limited scale.
Wants Bounties Increased.
The game warden in the course of
recommendations at the close of the
report, urges that the bounties now
offered on coyotes, wildcats, lynx, lobo wolves and mountain lions be increased as an incenwve to hunters to
go out after them with a view to
bringing about their ultimate extern-ination- .
He offers the levying of one
half a mill which is exactly half
of the present levy, on all taxable
property in the several counties io be
paid into the state treasury as a "wild
animal bounty fund." He would have
the pelts turned over to the county
clerk, w(ho in return would forward
them to the state game waraen. He
would dispose of them at the best
price possible and deposit the money
so received with the state treasurer.
In this way possible collusion would
be thwarted and no chance be given
for payment of a bounty on the same
pelt twice. It would not be compulsory for a hunter to turn over his
pelt, unless he wanted to get the
bounty on it. He could keep it or
dispose of it himself, but would not
share the benefits of tne bounty law
if he did bo.
The report is a creditable
work,
presented In pamphlet form and will
be an excellent document for supplying information 'to the country at
large on Xew Mexico's department of
game and fish.

Linweave
the beautiful White Goorls
has all the charm of lint-linen's cost
at
one-thir- d

.Unlike anything you
have heretofore seen

crus' wrinkle
or shrink. It is a charming, crisp, glossy, white fabric that
makesupi.. more beautifully than linen
We are particularly fortunate in being able to
show a wide
of patterns add weight
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LETTER LIST

Letters remaining uncalled for, for

Eu-lajl-

TEXAS LABOR FEDERATION.
Texas, Feb. 12. A convention of the Texas State Federation of
labor was opened in this city today
with a large and representative atr
tendance. In connection with the convention there is to be a state conference to discuss plans for promoting
the movement to have the initiative,
referendum and recall incorporated In.
the state constitution.
Waco,

LODGE AND WILLIS TO SPEAK
eD. 12. Senator
Springfield, 111.,
Henry Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts
and Representativme
rank B. Willis
of Ohio came to Springfield today to
speak at the annual banquet of the
Lincoln Centennial association.

Ani-ma-

sssm
mm

MANEUVERS IN PHILIPPINES.
Manila, Feb. 12. What is planned

to be the most extensive war meneu-ver- s
ever indulged in by the United
States troops in the Philippines were
inaugurated today in the department
of Luzon.
The
drawn up for

plas

FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

SAFE . RELIABLE

QUICK
sive farmers from an over the province rounded up here today for the
annual meeting of the Manitoba Agricultural society. The gathering will
continue through the week and will
embrace the Manitoba Seed Grain fair
and the annual meetings of the Mani
toba Dairy association and the Mani
toba Horticultural and Forestry asso
ciation.

1662

Sa-las-

;

MANITOBA AGRICULTURISTS.
Winnipeg, Man., Feb. 12. Progres-

preferable

ftto'fwhitle dress linen for your
SSummJer Waists, Frocks and all
Zo t h e rfw h i t e wash goods purposes

the week ending February 10, 1912:
Mrs. Genovna M. Apodaca; J. D.
Burkholder; Owen Bright; Forest
Dickerson (2); Paris EngWberth (2);
Miss Jessie S. Franklin(3); A. C. Hep-ner- ;
John Hughes; L. E. Morrical;
o
Peter M. McCrea; A. D. McKeen;
Paoheco; Don Francisco Quin-tana- ;
Dona Isabellta M. Romero; Jose
;
M. Salas (3); Mrs. Paulita G. de
John R. Steel; Miss Ruperta Sena; C. C. Stocker; Harriet Winston
Spinning; Hon. Thos. N. Wilkerson;
K. D. Washburn.
Letters held for postage and better
directions:
Miss Elizabeth G. McConnel, Ripon,
Wis.; Miss A. B. Montonya, Los
Oolo.; Henry Game, Shiaretown,
N M. ; Mrs. N. Wlersman. Pasaie, N. J.
Post cards held for ostage and better directions:
Chas. Williamson, Deming, N M.
Ross Wheeler, Oakley, Illinois.
REPUBLICANS FOR HARMONY.
When calling for the above letters
Denver, Colo., Feb. 12. With "harmony" as their watchword, the repub- please ask for "Advertised Letters."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
lican leaders of Colorado, both standpatters and .progressives,
gathered
here in force today to attend a meetFOR RENT
Two nicely furnished front room3,
ing of the state central committee
and a general conference, concluding with electric lights and bath. Inwith a banquet and an address
quire 518 Sixth street.
by
of
Beveridge
Indiana. A
NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS
meeting of the republican editors of
The annual meeting of the stockColorado was an added attraction of
the gathering. Plans for an aggres- holders of the Mutual Building and
sive state and nations? campaign were Loan association of Las Vegas, for
discussed at the conference. At the the election of three directors and the
election next fall Ceorado will name transaction of other business, will be
a complete set of state officers and a held at the office of the association
legislature that will ;e called upon to on Wednesday, February 14, 1912, at
select two United States senators-o- ne 8 o'clock p. m.
for the full term of six years to
JOHN SHANK, Secretary.
succeed Senator Guggenheim and one
for the unexpired term of two years,
caused by the death of the late C. J.
Hughes.

the operations divide the available
troops into two fONivs consisting of
2,500 men each. One of these armies
will have its base at
totsenburg
camp, Panpanga, to the north of Ma
nila, and probably will carry out an attack on the city of Manila in which
the other array will
re its base and
will act on the defensive.
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SOUTH FLORIDA GOLF TITLE
Palm Beach, Fla., Feb. 12. Plan in
the annual golf tournament for the
south Florida championship began on
the Palm Beach links today with a
qualifying round of 18 holes. The
tournament will continue until the
end of the week and judging from
the high-clas- s
list of contestants tne
competitions will be among the keenest ever seen in the south.
A CLEAN STABLE
is an advertisement for
livery service.
Good horses and well

kept rigs are
wnat bring the business. The ability
to serve the public at any hour of the
day or night is an item to be consid-relivery service, the
kind that is demanded in every grow-in- g
city, is best spelled in the name
of the M. L. Cooley livery, telephone
Main 15,

YOUR SIDEBOARD 8TOCK
Is a matter concerning which you
should give careful attention. We carry the famous Sherwood Rye whiskey,
properly ased and best suited
use. We also carry a splendid
line of wines and champagnes. Family trade accorded our special attention. Goods delivered. The Opera
Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.
Shoe

A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA which nfton mnn, a
den fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
tuMfuuMU always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold.
ivc i use suDsutuies.
O. G. fjCHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.

emi

IN NEW YORK CITY
Ton will And Hotel Cumberland, at
Broadway and Fifty-ourtstreet,
near Central Park, an Ideal location,
in the retail shopping and theater
district, with the subway, elevated
and surface care at hand. A handsome, modern, beautifully furnished,
hotel with one of the best restaurant in the city, but moderate In
price. Rooms with bath. J2.50 per
day up. Send for booklet Harry P,
Stlmson, manager.

SHOE REPAIRING
repairing Is important

and
should be done right
particularly
welt soled shoes which when
repaired
should be sewed. Our eelctric driven
Fleming stitcher and Champion finish-e- r
equals hand work, leaving the shoe
flexible and retaining the
shape as
when new, costs less and wears
just
as long. Hedgcock's.

EVERY BO D Y
Reads the Optic
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BUSINESS

WITH

PORTO RICO
GROWS
VOLUME
UNITED
LAST

OF

TRADE

BETWEEN

STATES AND ISLAND
YEAR,

$72,000,0000

Trade between Porto Rico
and
continental United States in the
year hut ended amounted to
$72 000,000. or 18
times a much as in
J87, the year preceding the annexation of that island by the
United
states. The
v
ui uiw
&i7o
t
trade with Porto Rico are.
according
to the December
summary of commerce and finance,
recently Issued bv
of statistics, department of
commerce and labor, as follows:
merchandise sent to Porto Rico,
received from Porto Rico,
$35,446,186; a total of $72,239,832. In
1897, the last year in which Porto
Rico was foreign territory, the
figures
were: Exports thereto, $2,023,751; imports therefrom, $1,943,251; a total of
$3,967,0002. Thus shipments of mer
chandise to the island gained in the
period from 1897 to 1911 134,769,895, or
about 1720 per cent, while receipts of
merchandise therefrom increased
cnl-nla- r

from less than $100 to $665,272; and
confectionery, from about $500 to
$195,843.

Of many other articles the shipments to Porto Rico last year were
large: Lumber and manufactures of
wood, $2,029,631; vegetables, $805,437;
leaf tobacco, $360,042; telegraph, telephone and other scientific instruments.
$23,713; woql manufactures, $220,717;
bituminous coal, $310,665; cement,
$324,763,
fish,
$399,003;
fertilizers,
$580,174; mineral oils, $461, HI?, and
silk manufactures $355,153.
.
The Luited States send to Porto
Rico more cotton cloths than to an
foreign country except China, fiv
times as much as to Canada, and mor
than to Cuba and Haiti combined
more boots and shoes than to all Cen
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BEST TREATMENT
FOR CATARRH

tion :and entirely remove the catarrhal matter and
impurities which produce
imembranes and tissues are kept inflamed
SdrriStti by3 this"8f-a- tte
infected
condition
of the blood Catarrh wiU
impure
remain. Its disagreeable and dantrerous svmntoms r,f r;
.v
ears, mucus dropping back into the throat, headaches,
watery
eyes,. difficult
breathincro and vn efr.tnaoVi
i.i cannot
,
be
ncdjvcncu
oeaiin,
relieved until the blood is purified. Nothing .v,,,!
c c flTiL.
to
the
very root of ithe trouble,, and
nlFT"
.
.. . removes
. - every
---uiuou anuj enricnes tins vital fluid
"""K' ""i" me ii
so
tnat all tie mucous surfaces
are supplied with nutritive, healthful qualities, instead of being constantly irritated: and inflamed
by impurities in the circue sPtoms begin to pass away and when
S.
S. has entirely
lars
blood, Catarrh is permanently cured and the
general health
greatly built up. Book on Catarrh aud any medical advice desired sent free
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BUSINESS MEN IN SESSION.
Indianapolis, Ind., Fen. 12. An
army of retail merchants invaded this
city today for a week's convention
and exhibition under the auspices or
the Indiana Business Men's associa
tion. The president or tne organization is Fred Frohmuth, who is here to
preside over the sessions of the convention. Prominent speakers to be
heard include Governor Marsuall, who
will welcome the visitors: John A.
Green of Cleveland, secretary of the
National Retail Grocers' association;
M. J. Maloney of Detroit,
president of
the National Retail Merchants' association, and E. W. Moon of Chicago,
secretary of the American league of
associations.

the boat Alvoro' eyes lighted up. He
reined in his horse and turned to bU

SHERLOCK'S

ELOPEMENT
By JAMES HAWKINS
Sherlock watched the dapper figure
clamber over the side. He had Been
him several times over at the hotel.
Some one had said he was a South
American revolutionist awaiting a favorable opportunity to dash across the
Gulf. At any rate he was decidedly
too attentive to
Ieigh Granger to suit
Bert Sherlock
Apparently the little man was not
accustomed to yachts for he stumbled
on the ladder and would have fallen
back into the boat had not one of the
sailors boosted him aboard with an
oar, a timely aid but one accountable
for a decidedly undignified
sprawl up
on the deck.
esnenock sprang to his assistance
and with a powerful grip upon his collar dragged the visitor to his feet
"The senor skipper?" demanded the
Intruder as he arranged his disordered
dress.
"The same," admitted Sherlock, with
a bow. "How can I serve
youf
"Much very much,"
gesticulated
the other. "I am Jesus Maria Juan
Santiago Alvora,"
"All of that?' murmured Sherlock in
mock amazement. The other searched
the grave face for possible mockerv
but finding none there continued: "I
see you know not who that Is."
"The name is Imposing but unfamiliar," apologized Sherlock.
"You
see I am recently arrived.
Iam not
yet familiar with the notabilities."
"Very true," assented Alvora
graciously. "You are not to be blamed.
But over there," he added with a majestic sweep toward the southern horizon, "they know and fear the name.
It brings terror to the bravest hearts."
"I can imagine," agreed Sherlock

companion.
"It was today," he began, "that you
was tell me that you marry me. Bay,
Is it not yes?"
"Never," was the firm answer. "1
have told you repeatedly that I shall
never marry you."
"An' I tell you that you shall," he
shouted as he forced his horse against
hers The shock half unseated her
and as she reeled In the saddle two
men with masks
over their faces
sprang toward her.
For a moment she fought them off,
but she was no match for two muscu
lar men, and before Alvoro could dismount and come to their assistance
they were carrying her to the boat
They placed her, fainting, In the
stern. Alvoro leaped Into the bow and
with strong strokes they pulled toward
the yacht It was the work of a moment to pass Leigh over the side and
boost Alvoro after her. In another moment the tender was slung and the
screw began to churn the blue water.
Alvoro pranced up and down the
deck In jubilation of spirits. Already,
In Imagination, he could see
himself,
the victor of the army, ruling in the
executive mansion at Marino.
Already two of the Granger frultem
had started from New Orleans with
small arms and field pieces. For a
year his agents had been working to
perfect an organization, tt needed only
arms and the men. Both were on the
way. He peered toward the south
while yet the Florida coast was in
sight, vainly seeking a glimpse of the
promised land.
Suddenly eight bells rang and the
new watch came on deck. The skipper came out of the chart house and
stood looking down. At a signal two
of the men sprang upon the little man
and bore him to the deck.
In spite of his diminutive size be
was no coward, and he fought fierce
ly to draw his guns, but It was no use.
Presently he lay panting on the deck,
bound hand and foot
Sherlock came and stood over him.
"The elopement is getting along famously," he smiled cheerfully.
"This is treason," stormed the lit
tle man. "I am mos' sumrlse that vou
should act thus."
"I don't think I care to be admiral.
thank you," was the retort "I think
I would
rather marry that young
woman In the cabin."
"But she Is mine," stormed Alvoro.
"You shall be a thief to take her."
"Seems to me we helped you to dp
a little stealing a short time ago,"

tral America; as many automobiles
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
measured by value, as to France and
RELIEVE YOUR STOMACH
Cermany combined; and more flou
We Will Help You Do It
Read Our
than to Cermany.
4
FOUR BOYS NEAR GALLOWS.
Guarantee
The principal articles entering con
Chicago, 111., Feb. 12. Unless GovDyspepsia may be completely eraditinental United States lrom Porto Kico
CALENDAR OF SPORT8
ernor Deneen grants another reprieve cated if properly treated. We sell a
are sugar, cigars and cigarettes, tobac
FOR THE WEEK
to the four slayers of Fred Guezlow, reemdy that we positively guarantee
co, and fruits and nuts. Of sugar the
the young truck gardener, who was will completely relieve indigestion or
value increased from $1,5000,000 in
murdered on a lonely road near
dyspepsia, or the medicine used during
1897 to $24,710,161 in 1911; cigars aud
on October 20 last, they the trial vrill cost the user nothing.
Monday
cigarettes, from nil in 1897 to $5,348,
This remedy has been named Rexall
international tourney fo ama' j ir will be hanged in the Cook county jail
too in mi; tooacco, from $45a to IS. 2 billiard
on
Tablets. Certainly no offer
here
Dyspepsia
of
in
this
week.
The
championship opens
Friday
$1,807,209; and fruits and nuts, from New York.
four condemned youths, none of whom could be more fair, and our offer
boot $21,000 to $2,227,745. The com
should be proof positive that Rexall
Eastern outdoor championship ska; is of age, are Ewaid ana Frank
parative amounts of certan staples mg races at Newburg, N. Y.
A. Philip oommerling, and Dyspepsia Tablets are a dependable
shipped from I'orto Rico, from Hawaii
Vnnual South Florida champion: nip Thomas Schultz. Two of their accomremedy.
and from foreign countries into the golf tournament
Inasmuch as the medicine will cost
opens ai Palm Peach. plices, Frank Kita and Leo Suchom-ski- ,
United States last year are:
Sugar
Fnrsh wrestling match at New i .irk
both 16 years old, are serving life you nothing it it does not benefit you.
from Porto Rico. $25,000,000 value; between Stanislaus
we urge yon who are suffering with
Zbyszko and Gio sentences in prison.
from Hawaii, $43,250,000; from for vanni Raicevitch.
Guezlow was drivrng a wagon full indigestion cm dyspepsia to try Rexall
or 1725 per cent
The trade with Porto Rico since its eign countres 1100,000,000; cigars and
ablets. A
Meeting at. Muskogee, Okla , V or of garden produce wnen the boys set dyspepsia
box
annexation has grown more rapidly cigarettes, from I'orto Rico. $5,300,000, ganize the Midcontiuent
Baseball on him. He alighted from his wagon contains enough medicine for 15 days'
than with any other commercial com- and from foreign countries, $5,100,000
league.
and was struck down with a club. He treat am at. For chronic cases we have
and fruits and nuts from Porto,- - Rico
Opening of annual show of the Troy pleaded for his life on his knees, be- two la.er sizes, 50 cents and $1.00.
munity of importance, and now ex
cause be had a wife end baby a month Remember, you can obtain Rexall
ceeds the value of our trade with $2,200,000, from Hawaii. $2,500,000, and iitomobile club, Troy. N. Yfrom foreign countries, $44,000,000
Opening of annual show of the Kan old at home, but the answer of the Remedies only at our store The RexSpain, or China, or India; is nearly
Of the total merchandise entering sas City, Mo., Automobile
Dealers'
equal to that with Argentina, and is
youths was to beat him into uncon all Store. E. G. Murphey.
more than that with all British Oce.. I'orto Rico in 1911, 89 per cent was
sciousness. Then he was stabbed
nia including Australia or with the from the United States, as against
Opening of annual show of Ottawa four times. The boys were arrested
HARRY THAW'S BIRTHDAY.
21
ier cent in 1897, the year preceding Valley Motor Car association, Ottawa, while trying to sell some of the booty. " Fishklll Landing, N. Y., Feb. 12.
entire continent of Africa During the
politely.
and of the shipments from Ontario.
All confessed to the crime.
K. Thaw tCav passed falj
period since 1897 in which shipments annexation;
"Yes," beamed Alvoro. "I have come
in 1911, 86 per cent were
the
island
from the United States to Porro Rico
Opening of annual show of the Win
1
the to see you upon business. Your own-sibirthday anniversary
to the United States, compared with
Mi. tea wan Uospita! for th,
nipeg, Man., Motor Trades association
increased 1720 per cent exports to
he is here?"
EARL'S DAUGHTER A BRIDE.
Crtmina)
15 per cent in 1897.
Jimmy Reagan vs. Tally Johns, G
Canada, with which our trade has
"My owner?" echoed Sherlock.
London, Feb. 12. High society was Insane, where ie rJ3 sente'iccd after
roun.ts. at Butte. Mont.
the second jury which tried him tor
grown unusually rapidly In recent
"There is a flag they fly when the
well represented in the
gathering that
years, increased 300 per cent, those MILLIONS OF FOLKS
Tuesday
filled the Guards' Chapel, Wellington the murder of Stanford White found owner he Is present. I have watch
Schedule meeting of the National
to Cuba 570, to Argentina 745, China
Barracks, at the wedding this after- him insane. No special incident in three day. He is not here?"
USE ONLY CASCARETS
Sherlock smiled. It was bad enough
100 per vent, Japan, 175 per cent,
.(ague of Baseball Clubs at New noon of Lady Rosabell St. Clair
the routine of Thaw's life marked the
to have the Enid anchored opposite
York.
ne
Cermany 117 per cent, and to the They Never Have
tnat
anniversary,
and
David
received
except
Cecil
Bingham. The
the hotel without flying the owner's
Headache, BiliousOpening of third annual automobile bride is the only
United Kingdom 11 per cent
daughter of the visits and messages from several of pennant. He wanted Frederick Granness, Sluggish Liver or Bowels or
show
at
Grand
Mich.
Rapids,
.Manufactures and foodstuffs form
Earl of
who is known in the members ot his family. It is again ger to believe that the
a Sick, Sour Stomach
yacht was simAnnual tournament of Nebraska America Rosslyn,
......
rumored that Thaw is about to make ply waiting his
by far the largest part of the domes- hlo
thrnnp--o
,
i. in... Kill
coming.
ncurw.tnt im .........
Tata
nl
rhorar
tic Merchandise shipped to Porto Rico
vioiB
Hthe stage. Her perants were di another effort to gain his freedom by
"The owner's flag Is not flying," he
No odds how bad your liver, stom- irauuia.
suggested Sherlock. "If the shoe gets
from the United States. Of the arin 1907 and the Earl subse- habeas corpus proceedings.
assented.
vorced
on the other foot it ought to fit as
or
ach
bowels; how much your head
Wednesday
will
"He
ticles classed as manufactures, cottoii
be
here
Miss
soon,
married
asked
Anna
yes?"
Robinson,
quently
easy."
how miserable and uncomfort-rblaches,
Schedule meeting of the American an actress, whose home was
Alvoro.
goods, iron and steel, lumber and oth
in Minne"But she is mine," pleaded Alvoro.
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are
from
indi
you
of
Baseball
Clubs
constipation,
I
at
League
cannot
Chicago.
"Perhaps.
er manufactures of wood, boots and
say."
"Her father have gave her to me. He
apolis. David Cecil Bingham, the
Over 35 per cent of the population
biliousness
and
in
Biennial
gestion,
of
"Three
sluggish
two
a
the
week
congress
National bridegroom of
weeks?"
day:
will be annoyed."
shoes, automobiles, cars, patent and tratine you
today, is a son of Briga- of the United States are said to live
"What Is it you want?" demanded
always get the desired Trottins association at New York.
"1 can
paiper results with Oascarets
proprietary medlelnen.
dier Colonel Cecil Bingham .who a In rural districts remote from physi- Sherlock.
quite understand that."
and
Si.
Annual
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VaJut!neS
quickly
India
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laughed Sherlock. "He will cenatuly
yfMr i (T vrnw married to tne
aitl- - cian or druK store anfl they are
"1 would charter
too.
beautiful
your
women
meut
for
be rnnoyed with yon."
opens at Pineburst, lul Mrs. Samuel Sloan
rubber manufactures, and cement are
Chauncey, for- obliged to depend upon proprietary boat," explained Alvoro. "I would
"Nou. with rou," taalsteo Aivoro.
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to
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great
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mean escape?
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To
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such
homes,
10 rounds, at South Bend., Ind.
Sherlock "from your enemies,"
shoes, cars and carriages, the growth moment; put an end to the headache. phy.
nrtandard remedies as Lydia E. Pink
was
This
In
last
a hushed whisper
'I have said 'elope' " declared Aldizziness, nervousness,
Thursday
r.as been va y rapid. Of cotton cloths Iblliousneqe,
v
egeuiuie v omjKMina comes as a voro, kissing his finger tips "I would that brought the smile to Sherlock's
International indoor skating cham- BREAKS UP A COLD
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"I'm a millionaire, too," he e:.
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AND CURES GRIPPE boon and a blessing.
elope with a goddess."
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Friday
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Of foodstuffs of domestic production head for months. No more days of
explained Sherlock.
"Tomorrow you shall be at the
Forfeits are to be posted for the Compound every two hours until three
Toronto, Ont., Feb. 12 Several
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"Perhaps
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Opening
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charges,
running
object,"
of the coast where you can get the
the United Suites increased from nil
Boat show in New York.
ness, stiffness and rheumatic twinges. grocery trade throughout Canada. The suggested Sherlock. "It might get me boats that are waiting for you, and I'll
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return."
my
American indoor skating championTake this harmless Compound as di- meeting was devoted to the transacput you off. That will make it a nice
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your
to
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objects."
particularly hard on little
"Who will
AlAnnual relay carnival of Cjiumbia usual duties and with the knowledge cussion of several matters of interest onlyWhat's
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pickled from $195,769 to $1,252,707, children and on elderly people. Foley's
and importance to the trade.
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quick
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"Why, Miss Granger," explained
Annual indoor track and field gamos anywhere else in the world, which
safe and reliable cure for all coughs
"Granger," announced Alvoro proud Sherlock.
irom $2,601 to $121,716; lard, from and
colds.
no opiates. O. of Johns Hopkins University, Balti- will cure
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your cdld or end Grippe mis
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"You have no minister," was the
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He Is with you?"
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"To
This sim anchored
noon he and his mate went ashore and yourselveb and
popular brass beds cheaper than ever the gathering centers chleny in the
myself; to the runamixture
antisepticlzes the diges- concealed themselves in the busheB.
before. We have many styles ln the annual banquet, at which Governor ple
I
ways and the revolutionist
tive organs and draws off the Impuri
It was a long wait until the senor have plenty of fights and mayMay
bright and satin finish, fine mat- Deneen of Illinois and Governor Had-leyou
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and
people are surprised how and Leigh Granger made their appear- have none."
0 tresses, springs and pillows. J. O.
of Missouri are scheduled as the
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN
117.
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but at any rate the presMentlal salute
shot
1861 was the unforgivable
heard around the world.
Washington's America had grown
s
of a million
from
square miles and three millions of
people to three million square mile's
and 60 millions of people. It was in- evltable that those splendid A i.
Saxons should shake off the yoke of
even constructive bondage, but it was
hv no means inevitable that
they
would be in any great hurry to strike
the chains from the limbs of an Inferior race that had been held In
slavery from the verv foundation of
the colonial government. Being free
ft one thing, and being just and
mane is another.
But
greater menace than human
slavery threatened Uncoln's America,
for it cannnt be too strongly or too
often contended that the slavery issue
alone could not have kept alight the
.
campfires of a four years' war of un-examnled carnage. The million of
men who fought and the half million
who died did not fight and die solely
to free the negro. It to an insult to
the heroism of the south to level the
conflict from the southern standpoint
to a mere merecenary brawl to save
the money value of the slaves. Lincoln recognized this and it seems to
be one of the incontestible facts of
our history that if the value of the
slaves had leen the paramount issue
involved the war would have been
ended long befere Appomatox, and human history would have been spared
Gettysburg.
The disease that Lincoln was called
upon to cure was the then prevalent
view of state's rights, which reduced
the Union to a mere confederation.
Slavery was only a complication of
the malady and it was Lincoln's prescient wisdom, his impregnable firmness, his classic patriotism and liis
heroic statesmanship that saved the
Union.
It cost the hero's life and
that was a Pyrrhic price to pay for
even a
country, and one of
the greatest tragedies of our history
is the fact that Abraham Lincoln did
not live to see the nation purged of
its ills, setting itself to the solution
of new problems, fighting the battle of
humanity and not fratricide, a Union
worthy of Webster's dream. Many a
black page of reconstruction history

would never hare been written, and proclamation creating a territory of
it is very probable thai, not even the Arizona.
The Inauguration ceremonies will ue
monumental egotism of some who live
actoday would suggest a comparison very simple and unostentatious In
governor-eof
the
view
the
with
cordance
of
short
is
blasphemous.
little
that
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is very probalble that Lincoln will al
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great mass of the people. A distance
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s
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the disease had been sapping
landed
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of American institutions
the
vitality
order. It sent otherwise we will not 'and
was an ation ill almost unto
it
loss.
for
be responsible
death that, was committed to the care
Specimen copies free on aprllcatlon.
of Abraham Lincoln on the eve of a
struggle that was in the throes of the
AT
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
The burden
very crisis of Its life.
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
weighed so heavily upon that great
PAID FOR.
heart that it well nigh broke it, and
the sorrow tinged with somberness tjje
Advertisers are guaranteed the whole of Lincoln's life. He had seen
largest dally and weekly circulation the all too evident symtoms that deof any newspaper in Northwestern manded a heroic remedy. He had deNew Mexico.
clared that the Union could not endure half slave and .half free, that, a
house divided against itself could not
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1912.
stand. He had striven in vain to avert
the final frightful trial. So indelible
had been the Impress upon the popular
mind and heart of his prophetic warniV
ings that not even the cumulative
fa
impetus of more than two centuries
of rooted custom, entrenched interest
and inherited prejudices could prevent
Lincoln frr" bping chosen to apply
the cure too long! delayed. Possibly
his election precipiated the conflict,
ESTABLISHED
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"While the plans for a parade
have not been abandoned, there will
be afl absence of an pomp or military
display, only civic bodies taking part
There will be a salute of 48 guns,
signifying Arizona's place in the flag.
The governor will walk to the capitol
where the oath will be administered
by Chief Justice Edward Kent, of the
territorial supreme court, after which
there will be a brief inaugural ad
dress.
In the evening there will be an informal reception and an inaugural
ball. The latter will be unique In that
It will take place in an open air pavilion, ana all who wish may dance.
A peculiar
historical coincidence
lies in the fact that admission day
will be the fiftieth anniversary of Arizona's admission into the Southern
Confederacy. On February 14, 1862,
Jefferson Davis issued a proclamation
to this effect, but Arizona never act
ually became a memrjer of the Confederacy. A column of federal troops
was thrown into Arizona from California and on February 24, a year later,
President Lincoln signed Lie proclamation conferring territorial

God made but one Lincoln not that
the world did not need more, hut possibly to point out the mightly truth that
tbe best way to become great is to
have the example of a great man, and
that the best way to have great things
dene is not to have some great man
do theiu but for others to become li'e
him and do those great things then-- !
seWs. For men, even the greatest,
men
pi.ss away, but the need of great
iasts.
Lincoln was only r.6 when he wa
slain. What might not have been acwhat spared, if h had
complished,
li . ed to see the nation a hundred
years old ? What cannot still be ac--I

lect

complished, what not still spared, If
"with charity for all and with malice
toward none" the American people's
leaders lead them toward the noblest
conquests of a government that is "of
the people, by the people and for tlia
penp'e" and therefore "shall, not perln'i
from the earth." Kansos City

ARIZONA TO BECOME A

STATE ON WEDNESDAY
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FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

--

CITY

KANSAS

LIVE STOCK

s
Kansas City, Feb. 12. Cattle,
11,000, including 500 southerns.
Market steady to 10 cents lower. Native steers $5.508.50; southern
steers $i6.50; southern cows and
lieifers $3.255.25; native cows and
heifers $3 6. 50; stockers and Tenders
4.506.75; bulls $45.50;
calves $47.50; western steers 5
7.50; western cows $3 5. 25.
Hogs,
receipts 11,000. Market 5
Bulk of sales $6.95(3
cents lower.
6.25; heavy $6. 20 6. 30; packers and
butchers $6.056.30; lights $5.75
6.15; pigs $4.505.
Market 10
Sheep, receipts 11,000.
Muttons $3.254.5'l;
cents lower.
lambs $r.2r6.35; fed wethers and
yearlings $3.755.50; fed ewes $2.75
re-ipt-

GOVERNOR TO BE INAUGURATE!?
WITH LITTLE SHOW OF POMP
OR MILITARY DISPLAY.

Phoenix, Ariz., Fe. 12. All plans
for the Inauguration of Governor-elec- t
George W. P. Hunt and for Arizona's
debut into the Union as a fullfledged
state next Wednesday have been com- pleted. Owing to the delay in issuing
the statehood proclamation, due to
President Taft's absence from Washington tomorrow, trie governor-elec- t
and other new officials residing outside of Phoenix will not arrive here
until Tuesday.
There was much disappointment because of President Taffs inability to
sign the proclamation today. It was
considered fitting that Arizona should
become a state on Lincoln's birthday,
as it was Lincoln who signed the

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

Machine Shop

&

Wm. Whalen, Pr0p'

Phjne Main 344.

3.90.

Subscribe for The Optic

Everybody reads The Optic.

Our SemiAnnual Shirt Sale
OUR SEMI ANNUAL SHIRT SALE COMMENCES

SATURDAY

FER.

SATURDAY

ID-CLOSES

FEB. 17

ONE WEEK ONL Y
Sales before, it is necessary only to anounce the date because the values are
have bought shirts from us during our Semi-Annuand have always been unquestionable. For the benefit of those who have not taken advantage of former shirt sales, we quote the following
prices and ask an inspection of the goods.

To those, who

al

Manhattan Shirts
ESPECIALLY PRICED

(I
ifllilU
flfl
9biUU

2

OK

Cu

Stye Manhattan Shirts all
sizes, assorted patterns, only

Coat

Style, every one guaranteed
perfect, all size, only

wa

9

u

Splendid Asssortement
XiUU of all the new colors, only
Q

0 flfl Shirts
O.UU

A

Value, Coat Style a very
fine Value, only

Vf
01 IK

KNOWN

SHIRTS
AS THE BEST

- THE

BEST KNOWN

ijMt'U
I

OK

I.UU
I CQ

0

Excellent $1.50 & $1.75

Elgin and Ferguson McKinney
Made Shirts

75H5CSh;"sa'"rc"Hs:,ast59C
This standard priced shirt is easily
best seler on the market each

$1.00 the

CfC
1

SHIRTS

Q

.13

$1.25 $1.50

&

$1.75

Lot No. 1 Consists of Pure White Shirts,

0 Kfl No Better made Shirt it is Shirt
UwU
perfection itself

0

Kfl

SHIRTS

Soft & Stiff Bosoms
All Sizes, each

$1.00

Very Special at

A,New One If It Fades

Mens' Odd Pant Bargains
All Wool Trousers

$2.98

$5.00 All Wool Trousers
$6.00 All Wool Trousers

$3.78

$4.00

$4.39

THE

Ijjlt'j

$1.00

STORE

OF QUALITY"

MARACi
E.LasVegas.

N.M

rH

WW

I

H

1

I!

1

Mens' Odd Pant Bargains
$2.50
$2.75
$3.00
$3.50

Worsted Trousers
Worsted Trousers
Worsted Trousers
All Wool Trousers

$1.79

$1.87
$1.99

$2.49
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things has persisted, and the sight of
the damaged eye
h
reached
The
of the normai! which is enough
to enable him to see and move about.
"These facts," M. Dastre continued,
TO
TO A
ALARM CLOCKS FOR EVERYBODY
A. A. .lone left
"are in accordance with those pre
yesterday afternoop
for Santa. Re and Albuojiertjue.
sented to the biological society by the
learned French surgen, Alexis CarThe man who does the
Sunrise
Miss Stella Bernard left
.90
yesterday
A
rel of the Rockefeller Institute in New
af tertfooh for Colorado Springs.
weighing, the measuring
$1.60
Spasmodic,
York on the possibility of preserving
the man who knows how
Clarence, , Bishop left Saturday
and why the man on
orSunbeam,
tissues
$1.35
outside
the
human
living
night on tram No. 2 for Denver.
whom everything depends.
'DRESS REHEARSAL," A CLEVER CREATIVE SURGERY HAS ACCOM ganism and afterward transplanting
Junior
Tattoo,
$1.75
George Kahje, route agent for the
PLISHED THE GREATEST OF
Our responsibility is never
them on other living organisms. Re
MUSICAL PIECE, TO HOLD THE
Wells Fargo, spent Sunday in Las VeEight
$2.70
Day,
tost sight of for a moment
ceived
with such reserve and amidst
OPERATIONS.
gas.
BOARDS FRIDAY NIGHT
in prescription filling. Every
these
statements
general
incredibility,
A. J. Gerard was In
Vegas today
have now been at least partially conprescription
our
leaving
lrom his ranch on the meaa on busiparis- - Feb. 12. By slow, but sure,
So many interesting events
have
store is faultless from any
firmed."
ness.
been transpiring during the past sev - 8,el)8 science and human skill are
standpoint that you may
K. F. I) Uhamme of
arrived
eral
Demlng
days that the Normal University widening the boundaries of the pos- take. You may feel safe
in Las Vegas Saturday
JEWELER
AND
OPTICIAN
and in no department of benefi- on busi- modestly waited until today to call the
night
and sure if we fill your
WISHED TO SAVE A
ness.
attention of the public to "The Dress cent activity is this progress more
prescription.
B. Welch arrived
NEW
the prettv musical nroduc-- Parent than in the domain of surgery.
yesterday after-uoofrom his home In Kl Faso on tion which will he staged Friday Not so long ago the chief aim of oper
WOMAN'S HONOR 1
'
business.
evening at the Duncan opera house ative' surgery' was the, removal of a
D.
J.
Hand left yesterday afternoon by the glee club of the school. While damaged limb or the extirpation of a
WINTERS DRUG CO.
on a business trip to Albuquerque and the
press agent has remained inactive malignant growth.
(Continued From Page One)
Santa Fe.
the other people who have anything
Then came what may, without IrrevPhone Main a
Mrs- W. J. rugate lert
yesterday to do with the play have been exceed- erent presumption, Be styled creative eral Garlington and General Oliver,
atfernoon on a short visit with friends ingly busy for the past several weeks. surgery, when the
object was restora- but I would prefer that it do not go
IB Baton.
Miss Liva Lichty, head of the depart- tion instead of destruction, when skin on your official files. The course I
Joh$ Yerhy was in Ias Vegas Sat- ment of vocal music; Miss Mary Ross, could he firafted, m severed nerve suggest is the one it seems to me
is
urday and yesterday from his home in head of the department of oratory and spliced and even a damaged or useless best under the circumstances.
Distributing
Mound.
public speaking and Miss Marguerite organ repaired or replaced by a
Agents
"Major
Kay did me some service of
NEW DRESS GINGDANS Wagon
W. T. Hand, at the head of the Ten Cluxton, head of the
WAGONS
detriment of in- healthy one. It has remained for a political character years ago, at the
Lakes Land company, was in Las Ve- strumental music, have been engaged clever French
ophtlrarnUc surgeon to instance of my brother and he is disin conducting rehearsals since earlv
in plaids, checks and stripes gas today on business.
give back sight to the blind. He has posed to assume much, too much, on
Mrs. D. March, who has been on a In January.
Nearly every night last been successful in one case only, but that score.
wish him treated as
27 inches wide, warranted visit to California, arrived from the week rehearsals were held in the what has been done once can be re- other officer in the service and an."I
west yesterday afternoon.
opera house and tonight, the first dress peated.
would BUM the same suggestion as
IMPLEMENTS
fast color at
A. K. French, who has been in las rehearsal will occur.
Miss Lichty has
Several months a&u, Mr. Magitot to any am y officer in a similar case.
Vegas several weeks, left yesterday general charge of the staging of th;'
"Sincerely yours,
made the experiment of grafting a
afternoon for
Angeles.
piece and is being assisted by the human
"WILLIAM H, TAFT."
in
a
of
state
cornea,
kept
John A. Robb of El Paso came In other young women.
1-- 2c
VEHICLES
A vear later President Taft sent
SADDLES
slackened
I
a
the
of
upon
vitality,
eye
rull L,ne
of
from the south Saturday night and
Iietween 40 and 50 girls of the Northis
letter
to
HARNESS
man
General
whose
had
been
SEEDS
pracstgnt
young
Whipple:
was in Las Vegas yesterday.
mal University are included in the
"The White House,
lime. Numerous
tically
destroyed
by
Washington,
Miss Edith Flaiz returned yester-la- cast. The principal roles are to be
14, 1911.
afternoon from a visit of severa' carried by singers of established abil- experiments had been previously made July
Best grade '36 inche precale,
Dear General Whipple:!
"My
with corneas of animal origin, but
days with friends in Albuquerque.
ity and a chorus of well trained voices
had all failed im give the desired wrote this that you may show it to
N. M.
they
W. G. Ogle, land man, left last
cambric finish, light and dark
night will lend to the beauty of the produc-tlno- . result. Dr.
Mr. Hay and Mr. Sweet
milihis
made
the
Magitot
daring
on a Short business trip to Raton and
The costumes are to be splendtary committee. You have come to
colors, and side bands, regu- other ioints in the northern part of id. Three changes of gowns are to be attempt and succeeded.
The transparent cornea of the eye me at your own instance with the
the state.
made during the play. The most
statement that you have learned that
lar 15q value at
E. L. Stapleton and R. K. liontwell beautiful scene will occur in the sec- is one of the most aellcate of all the
me about this matter, which I intend- if yqu are thinking of
purchasing a
Mr. Sweet ia indignant because he
arrived this afternoon from .Madison, ond act when the girls will he dressed organic tissues. Very soon after death
ed to be confidential and not to be home.
thinks
he
hag been misquoted in reit becomes opaque, nut by placing it
on the files, but I have no objecWis., and will be in Las Vegas a short In Colonial style.
THE INVESTMENT ANU
t-- 2c
gard to an omission of two or three put
in
certain
conditions
as
to
"millleu"
time visiting friends.
tion to your showing that letter to
Tickets were placed on sale yesterday
AGENCY CORPORATION.
of
the war
pages
report Mr. Hay and to Mr.
and if they Phn 40.
Tranquilino Roybal. a cigar dealer at the store of E. G. Murphey. For and temperature, scientists have suc- called for by H. R. department
George A. Fleming,
208.
of Wagon Mound, who was in T,s the lower floor the price is a0 cents ceeded in preserving it in a healthy
desire to bring that out, you may
Manager.
"The
port of the record omitted re- make it a
of the record. You will
Vegas several days on business, re while gallery seats are priced at 35 condition that is to say, alive for fers to a
part
r
Beech-echarge
against Major
to them the circumturned home yesterday.
cents. The advance reservation his several days. This discovery of the
B. Ray tof illicit relations with a please explain
to your understand- TAFT BEGINS HIS
stances,
Ralph Parks and Robert D. Willi-son- , started off in a manner that indicates possibility of preservation of the cor- certain married woman in
according
respect to
nea is doubtless destined to render inwho were in Las Vegas several a heavy sale of seats.
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Profes
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hig original
The Craven family orchestra, schedyou
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Ben Lewis returned last night from
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(Continued From Page Onet
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Ettray Advertisement
March 6, 1912, said date being
Notice is hereby given to whom it before
10 days after last appearance of this
may concern that the following desaid estray will bo sold
scribed estray animal was taken up by advertisement,
for the benefit of the
Board
this
by
Henry T. Mima, Bast Las Vegas, N. owner when found.
Dec.
3, 1911.
M,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One black female horse, 1
Albuquerque, N. M.
600
lbs., 10 han.ls.
year old.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
On left blp
Branded
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or may concern that the following de
before-- March 5, 191Z, said date being scribed estray animal was taken up by
10 days after last appearance of this Francisco B. Chavez, Quemado, N. M.,
advertisement, said estray will be sold .!an. 25, 1912.
One dark bay horse, about
by this Board for the benefit of the
I feet n inches high.
owner when found.
CATTl.H SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
On right hip
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
Branded
On right shoulder
Estray Advertisement
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom it
On
left shoulder
concern
that the following de
may
Branded
6crlbed estray animal was taken up by
On left hip
M. D. Pineda, Arroyo Seco, N. M.,
Feb. 3, 1912.
Said animal being unknown to this
One blue horse, I years Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
lbs., 4 feet, I inches.
old, 156
before March 5, 1912, said date being
Branded
in days after last appearance of this
On left shoulder
advertisement, said estray will be stold
benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this by this Board for the
found.
owner
when
on
or
Board, unless claimed by owner
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
before March 5, 1912, said date beinn
Albuquerque, N. M.
ol'
this
10 days after last appearance
Feb.
last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
1st
12,
pub.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
the
of
by this Board for the benefit
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
is hereby given to whom It
Notice
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
concern
that the following demay
'
Albuquerque, X. M.
animal was taken up by
scribed
estray
1912
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22,
T.
East Las Vegas, N.
Nlms,
Henry
To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

E3

m

To-wi- t:

M., Dec. 3, 1911.
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OPTIC,
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To-wi-

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the foBowlng de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
D. J. Cassidy, Jr., Mora, N. M., January 10, 1912.
One red and! white, cow,
4 years old, 700 lbs.
Branded
On left hip
To-wl- t:

Stylish and

Up-to-d- ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

RETAIL PRICES
sVSM lbs, or Mors, EaeS Delivery
Xjm IPs. to tOOS lbs. Each Delivery
TPS lb, to LOOP lbs East. Delivery

Each Delivery
6S IPS. to SOS lbs
Less Than M lbs. Each Delivery

lis

per 109 lbs.
IBs par 1SS lbs.
80c per 10t la.
40s par 1SS lbs.
SSp per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Ear mark
Said animal being unknown to tins
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
before Feb. 12, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.

SBRAND.
PILLS
CHICHESTER
A
Dlonoa,

In Red ud Hold
boxes, sealed with Blue

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

LOBBK

THE

GOODS

BEST

CAM:

RESTAURANT AND

HOR7 ORDER

SOCIETY

WANT

CHAPMAN

AND REQUUAR DINNERS

OBTAINABLE ALWAia

HANDLE P

COLUMN
ATES FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENT8
Five cants per line each Insertion
estimate six ordinary words to a
ins. No ad to occupy less space than
two lines. Ali advertisements charged will be booked at space actually
et. without regard to number of
ordi Cash In advance preferred.

aSSEW

oler. Bsrr or roar
Dronrlat. Ask for OHl.Olffcs.TIEB

Wv

t

Number.

AT

S

vLASKvnsp isHAAsf riLLM, for So
! known u Best. Sfssl.AlwvsRellbl
S01D BY DRWCISTS EVEKiWHERE

To-wi- t:

Said an'.mal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or

NO. 2, A. F. A
com-

pie,

Williams. H. P.; P.
Brinegar, Secretary.

A.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Wanted
Dining room
Railroad avenue.

WANTED

girl,

403

WANTED

Experienced girl for gen
eral housework. Mrs. H. G. Coors
4t
520, Washington.

For Rent
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms
first floor, electric lights, telephone
508 Main avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
624
room, electric lights, bath.
Main street.
Four room cottage, part
barn
suit
able for chicken ranch or smal!
dairy. On car line. Rent cheap for
ne year. Call 417 Eighth street
East La? Vegas.

FOR RENT

Iy furnished, chicken house,
IVz acres, partly under ditch,

Leaf

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
H. H. Chandler, Cimarron, N. M.,
February 1, 1912;
:
One celt, 2 years old, 500!bs., 13 hands.
Branded
On left shoulder
Mrs. Henpeck I see where a man
Said animal being unknown to this
married his mother-in-layesterBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
day.
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
Henpeck If that Isn't hunting tot
days after last appearance of this ad- trouble, then I don't know.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
THE REASON
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
To-wlt-

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. T. Collier, Estancla, N. M., January

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays In Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.

One sorrel mare, 4 years
hands.
old, 600 lbs., about 13
To-wi- t:

6,

last Iwb.

16,

1912.

Dentlat
Crockett Building. Has pboae
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER
Chester A. Hunke
1,
LODGE
NO.
DORADO
EL
Attorneys at Law.
New MexW
OF
PYTHIAS Meets Las Veuas.
KNIGHTS
eveevery Monday
ning in Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially
H. W. HOUF, D. O, M. D
IChas. E. Liebsoh- and Surgeon
WXSPKyEeT, Chancellor I treatPhysician,
of diseases.
kinds
bn
all
Commander. Harry
make a specialty o eye, ear, nose ane
of
Martin, Keeper
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46: Residence
Vegas 342.
506
Office:
Grand Avenue.
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TINE CARD
cordially welcome. B. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
EAST BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Arrive
Depart
HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

&

9:10 p. m.
No. 2. .
No. 4.. U.05 p m. .
No. 8. . . 1:16
No. 10. .. 1:45 p. m

am

No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

WEST BOUNu
1:20 p. m
m
6:11)
4:40 p. m
6:35 p. m

a

9:15 p. m
11:10 p. m
1

2:10 p. m

1:46
6:15
4:50
7:00

p. m
p. m.

p. m
p. m

First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
Thut was the case with Mrs. W. S.
Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife was
taken down with a sever attack of
which run into bronchitis. She
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound gave her so much relief
that she continued using it until she
was permanently cured." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
case of kidney or bladder trouble not
beyond the reach of medicine. No
medicine can do more. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads
Are Best
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to iome-onwho reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery, and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
ort, and musical instruments.
e

Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of thf
Blnner I notice that you always
owner when found.
contribute
to the foreign missionary
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Feb.

4,

Market Finders

30, 1912.

1st pub.

DENTISTS.

RANSFORD

for

N. M.

P. O. ELKS Meets second sad
fourth Tuesday evening of easM
VlsiUaa
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Go
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D.' W.
Condon, Secretary.

wi-com-

before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
?21 Lincoln avenue.
days after last appearance of this adJ. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
B. Meets
I. O. of B
vary first
the
of
benefit
by this Board for the
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
owner when nmuo.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
CATTLE SANITARY HOARD,
FOR
SALE
one
boa:
o'clock
One
p. m. Visiting brothers are
brood
sow,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Isaac Appel,
and two shoata. Phone Olive 5581
oord'.Uy Invited
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16t 1912.
Charles Oreenclay, SecPresident;
FOR SALE Strictly fresh eggs. Call
retary.
Estray Advertisement
Main 314.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following deRED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
H. H. Chandler, Clmarxm, N. M.,
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
LOST Lace handkerchief at opera
of records and collector
February 1, 1912.
chief
Flint,
house reception. Return to First
One bay mare, 7 years
of wampum. Visiting brother al
National
and
bank
receive
reward.
hands.
old, 800 lbs., 14
wyas welcome.
Branded
On left thigh
HUNTING FOR TROUBLE
I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Said animal being unknown to this
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visitbefore Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
ing brethren cordially invited to atdays after last appearance of this adtend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. Q.;
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
owner when found.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last nub. 10, 1912.

Albuquerque,

B.

k

yfl

Main 2.

M.

1

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pioness
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
building. Visiting members are cor
Reg-rtw KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K.;
mar conclave second Tues-aE. P. MackH, p. s.
day In each month at Ma
D.
C.
SO
m.
p.
sonic Temple at 7:
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, 8. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
Meet in Che forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYA'
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
MASONS Regular convoca- ARCH
Consul; G. Laemmie, Clerk. Visit
tlon first Monday In each
Ing neighbors are especially
J
Tem-T)month at Masonic
and cordially Invited.
at 7:80 p. m. M. R.

flWg

uoMc

DIRECTORY

AND BUSINESS

LODGE
A.

red-whi-

To-wi- t:

Everything Made at Home.

Optic

To-wit-

To-wi- t:

TAILOR FOR MEN

T5he

To-wi- t:

i

CHAS. LEWIS

THE

To-wi- t:

To-wii-

To-wi- t:

12, 1912.

AN EARLY SPRING
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
These warm, sunshiny days give every indication that an early sprng may may concern that the fellowing debe expected. They also remind peo- er! bed estray animal was taken up by
ple that Potter's ice cream and sodas L.ucy Haley, Orogrande, N. . M., Jan.
are delicious. The Potter confection- 29, 1912.
One white horse, II years
ery always is prepared to serve fountain dainties. On Douglas avenue, old, 700 lbs., 11 hands.
Branded
next the Photoplay.
On left shoulder
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
Branded
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys
On left hip
kidare sensitive. Cold congests the
neys, throws too much much work
Ear mark
upon them, and weakens their action.
Serious kidney trouble and even
Bright's disease may result. StrengthSaiil animal being unknown to this
en your kidneys, get rid of the pain
unless claimed by owner on or
Hoard,
and soreness, build them up by the
timely use of Foley's Kidney Pills. before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
Tonic In action, quick in results. O. days after last appearance of this adG. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
85 cents or two and one-hafor $1.
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner
when found.
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque, N. M.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by 1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
Frank Davis, Stanley, N. M., January
7, 1912.
Estray Advertisement
One bay mare, 10 years
Notice is hereby given to whom it
old.
may concern that the following de
ammm scrlbeb estray animal was taken up by
Branded
On left hip
Rufus Wamel, Animas,
M., Jan. 18,
Said animal being unknown to this 1912.
:
One red cow, 10 months
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 old, 300 lbs., 3
feet.
Branded
amm
days after last appearance of this adOn loft ribs
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Ear mark
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912. Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this adEstray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it vertisement, said estray will be sold
may concern that the following de- by this Board for the benefit of (he
scribed estray animal was taken up by owner when found.
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., JanCATTLE SANITARY BOARD
uary 22, 1912.
Albuquerque, N. M.
One
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
spotted
cows, 8 years old, 750 lbs.
Branded
Estray Advertisement
On left hip
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Said animal being unknown to this may concern that the following deBoard, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray animal was taken up by
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 Traqnilino Jaramillo, Bibo, N. M.,
days after last appearance of this ad- January 19, 1912.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
One cow, 3 years old, 700
by this Board for the benefit of the lbs.
owner when found.
Branded
BBI
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
WQl
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
Ear mairk

t:
One femal sorrel horse,
Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom it year old, 600 lbs., 10 hands.
may concern that the following
Branded
estray animal was taken up by
On right hip
Thos. J. Owen, Mineral Hill, N. M,
Branded
1912.
2,
January
One mare, about 8 years
On right shoulder
700
lbs.
old,
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left shoulder
before March 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
before March 5, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of this 1st
pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
advertisement, .said estray will be sold
by this Board for tho benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque. N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
I
nub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1012 J. H. Buckelew, Estancia, N. M., Feb. may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
7, 1912.
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., JanToo-wit- :
One bay horse, 9 or 10
Estray Advertisement
uary 22, 1912.
Notice ia hereby given to whom it years old, 650 lbs., 12 hands.
One red cow, 8 years old,
the following de- iv concern that,
Branded
750 lbs.
was
taken up by
On right hip
i;,ed estray animal
Branded
U. Monaimer, Isfdor, .V. XT., January
Said animal being unknown to this
On left ribs
110, 1912.
or
on
owner
claimed
Board, unless
by
Said animal being unknown tc this
One sorrel male horse, 12 before March 5, 1912, said date
being
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
900
850
14
to
hands. 10
lbs.,
years old,
days after last appearance of this before Feb. 26, 1912, said date
being 10
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold
days after last appearance of this adthe
the
benefit
of
for
this
Board
On left shoulder
by
vertisement, said estray will be sold
owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Branded
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
owner when found.
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BO ARE),
Said animal being unknown to this 1st pub. Feb. 12. last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
Albuquerque, N. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, T912.
before March 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
HOW'S THIS.'
Estray Advertisement
We offer One Hundred Dollars Readvertisement, said estray will be sold
case of Catarrh that
ward
Notice
for
is hereby given to whom it
any
by this Board for the benefit of the cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
may concern that the following deowner when found.
Cure.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
We, the undersigned, have known Rnfns Wamel, Animas, N. M., January
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
F. J. Cheney for the last 15. years, and 18, 1912.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912 believe
him perfectly honorable In all
t
One red" cow, 11 yeans old,
business transactions, and financially
60O rbs., 4
feet.
made
out
to
by
able
obligations
carry
Advertisement
Estray
Branded
Arm.
his
tMSH
Notice Is hereby given to whom it NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
On left ribs
deconcern
that
the
O
following
may
Toledo,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken InEar mark
John S. A. Martin, Socorro, N. M., Feb. ternally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the sysSaid animal being unknown to this
6, 1912.
tem. Testimonials sent free. Price
One bay mare, 12 years 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
bafere Feb. 26, 1912, said date Being 10
old, 600 lbs.
gists.
Take Hall's Family Pffls for constl days after last appearance of this adbranded
pation.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of th
Said animal being unknown to this
owaer when found.
Read The Optic.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque N. M.
:
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16,
To-wi-

MONDAY, FEBRUARY

society.

Skinner Yea; l always try to make
my money go as far as possible.

I

As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

t

LA

Our Prandtnu.
Buchanan was the only continuous
bachelor among the presidents
Garfield's first act after
taking the
oath of office was to kiss his
mother
Garfield was the first
president to
make a political speech in a fornix
tongue, addressing an audience in Ger-

marked, until today no fewer nan 21
official honor to me memory of the civil war president. The
sia s in which Lincoln's birthday is
now a itV... holiday are California,
Colorado, Connecticut Delaware, Illi
nois, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas, Minne
sola, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey,
New York, North kaitota, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Utah, Washington,
West Virginia and Wyoming.
For
some reason not easily unuderstood,
the day is not officially observed in
any of the New England states except- lnK Connecticut.

VEGAS DAILY

OPTIC, MONDAY, FEBRUARY

or more, east for the republican
jt more, cast for the
for governor of tiie state
of New Mexico si he late election
held on the 7th div of November.
ffl'i, and one delecate at larre from
each county In addition upon which
basis the representation In the state
convention of the republican party of
the state of New Mexico to be held
on March 8, 1912. from the several
counties of the state shall be as
vote
roea

12, 1912.

the fourth day of March. 1912. In or No. 38 Los Torres
2
BOWLING TOURNEY
BIG DIFFERENCE.
'tier to select 30 delegates to the
e
No. 39 Tecolotito
2
St
Paul, Minn., Feb. 10. InternaIt
makes
little or no difference
; lican state convention, to be held in
No. 40 Bernal
2 tional
Bowling
association official! whether you know or not that we
he city of Santa Pe, N. M., on the No. 41 Canyon
2 have
Largo
completed the final details ot have wines, whiskies, etc., etc But
eighth dav of March A. D. 1912. for No. 42 Romeroville
z
arrangements for the annual tourna- it does make a big difference if yoa
the purpose of selecting eight dele- - No. 43 Los Fuertes ...
4 ment, which will open in this
city to- don't know that we sell the purest,
gates and eight alternates to repre- No. 44 OJltos Frlos
z morrow
night and continue for ten that our prices are the lowest our
man.
sent the republican party of the state No. 45 Cherryvale .
'.
days. The entry list is the largest in deliveries prompt and that we eater
Taylor never cast a rote nor held a
of New Mexico in the National repub- No. 46 Emplazado
2 the
civil office until elected
history of the association. Indi to the family trade. The Lobby, Lao-bacHe
president
to
lican
In
held
convention
be
the city No. 47 Hot Springs
2 vidual and team bowlers are
was a general in the United
entered
& Benjamin, proprietors.
States
of Chicago, state of Illinois, on the No. 48 Trementlna
army.
4 from Chicago, Omaha,
DuMilwaukee,
Jackson was the oldest of the retlr-meighteenth day of June, A. D. 1912, No. 49 Agua Zarca
2 buque, Des Moines,
Superior, WinniATTENTION
ELKS
for the purpose of nominating candi No. 50 Guadalupe
presidents, having been within
2 peg, Edmonton and a number of
other
Have
had
you
eleven days of his seventieth hirti,
your
Bernalillo
19 dates for president and vice president Xo. 51 San Ignacio
photograih
2 cities of the northwest and Canada.
made for the new lodge rom? Water
day when his second term AxniroH
Chavez
7 to be voted for at the presidential No. 52 Las Colonias
2
waa
Roosevelt
the youngest outgoing
man is making sittings and the Die
Colfax
17 election on Tuesday, November 5, No. 53 Encinosa
2 A WARNING
chief magistrate.
His age was ther Call for
AGAIN8T WET FEET. tunes are proving as good or a little
4
Curry
1912,
and
the
for
of
transaction
Convention
such
for
Republican
Proxies will not be recognized unfifty years and four months.
an the quality usually turned
Dona Ana
14 other business as may properly come less held
the State of New Mexicv
by residents of the same
out
that
by
high class photographer.
and
s before it
throat
Eddy
An Endless Chain.
and
hronla
lungs,
grinne.
precinct from which the delegates hlt1a Ar nnATMnn1
U
Better arrange for a sitting today
.
"
'Wre kind of irritated in our flat-sai- d "Pursuant to the requirements of Grant
result.
The various precincts of San Mi
h
tv.
y
rr""
""y
the worried-lookin- g
particulars the Better arrange tor a sitting today.
the call made by the republican na- Guadalupe
man
guel county are entitled to the fol cincts will hold then-- primaries as cnnoren, and for the
"What's the trouble'"
racking stubtional committee on December 1S Lincoln
8 lowing number of delegates from their soon as
born coughs give Foley's Honey and Waterman, the Plaza.
but
not
later
convenient,
ChlIdr? kwP th
r
1911, for a republican national con-- Luna
Tar Compound.
4 respective precincts:
It soothes the inthat the second day of March, 1912. flamed
,o they
OHI YOU SWEET KIDDO
and heals the
membranes,
c
ventlon
to
MoKlnley
be
In
held
Chi-the
of
time by playing the
The
Precinct.
city
secretaries of the various pri- cough quickly.
relegates
piano; that make" cago In the
Take no substitute.
You
can tell that girl you love her
Mora
15
state of Illinois, at 12!
the pet dog next door to them
No. 1 San Miguel
2 maries are requested to notify the O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
bark o'clock non
if you send one of Baily's Valentines
Otero
and that keeps the children
6
on
Co.
2
June
No
Ttieeday,
18,
La Cuesta
4 chairman of this committee of the
next door
or Valentine postcards. The line this
swake, and there's so much
9 No.
3
Las Vegas, south
4 date of their meeting and the names
noise 1912, for the purpose of nominating Quay
the
through
Rio Arriba
year 18 exceptionally pretty and la-building that there's no candidates for president and
20 No. 4 Tecolote
HANDSOME
decorations
4 of the delegates chosen, immediately
chance whatever of our children
to be
Roosevelt
4 No. 5 Las
to be voted for at the presi
There In no prettier decoration for me noVfmM tnat
coin.
Vegas, North ......... 1 after holding their primaries.
are
eomic
'mere
valentines
dential election on Tuesday, Novem- Sandoval
pieasing.
$ No.
a
room
than
6
leather pillows and the
SECUNDINO ROMERO,
Las Vegas. Central
ber. 5, 1912, and for the transaction San Juan
5 No. 7 San Antonio
many other handsome and eonven'en! for the children as well as the or2
Chairman
The Sound Sleep o Good Health
of such other business as may come San Miguel
dinary Valentine greetings.
30 No. 8 Las Vegas,
articles that are manufactured
2 F. O. BLOOD,
Is not for those
upper
suffering from kid- before, It ihe republican central com- - Santa Fe
18
leather.
Miss
M.
M.
9
No.
a
a
has
Pecos
ailments
and irregularities
ney
Thompson
Secretary.
The
A MONTH HAS PASSED
c No. 10
beautiful assortment which
prompt use of Foley Kidnev Pills win mittee of the state of New Mexico as Sierra
z
she is
Chaperlto
A whole month of the new year has
dispel backache and rheumatism heal sembled at Santa Pe on this 25th day j Socorro
22 No. 11 San
at
selling
remarkably cheap prices.
3
and strengthen sore, weak and ailirnr of
1J No. 12 Rowe
Miss Thompson also has Valentines passed. Have you started that account
January, 1912, hereby calls for the Taos
2 THE STORY OF GOOD ST. VALEN
c uunuai action, and
.u..v,
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PUFF. Now then for soft mvisic.
SNEER. Pray what's that for?
PUFF. It shows that Tilburina is coming:
nothing introduces you a heroine like soft
music. Here she comes.
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For painting and paperhanging, see
Phone Main 357.

Davis, 414 Columbia.

LARD

ADVANCING

Flour,

Coffee,

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Potatoes

and Canned

Goods

Steady.

Butter and Eggs Declining.

We will be Slow to Advance
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IKE DA VIS

Garden time and you should begin to think

about your garden and

FLOWER BEOS
We have a complete line of new seeds,

The regular monthly meeting of the
school board of East Las Vegas will
be held this evening at 8 o'clock at the
city hall. Business of importance is
to be brought before the meeting and
a large attendance is desired.
e

Sweet Pea Seed
IN BULK

Inadvertently the names of Mrs. Hal- tefct Raynolds and Mrs. H. M. Smith
were omitted from the list of
ladies who assisted in making the
for Governor McDonald
reception
a success. Both ladies worked with
the committee and were particularly
helpful in the success of the affair.

ALSO

ONION SETS.

H. STEARINS
GROCER..

i"

Miss Frances Myers will entertain
the members of the O. M. . club this
evening at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Myers, on Sixth
street.

Postmasters John T. Bolton,' of
Carlsbad, Eddy county; Don H. Ked-ziof Lordftburg, Eddy county and
Charles O. Leach of Portales. Roosevelt county have each received their
for the term of four
years.

GARDEN and FLOWER

,:

The regular monthly meeting of th9
city council is scheduled for Wednesday night. Owing to various reasons
the council has not held a meeting for
some time.
The Ladies' League of the First
Presbyterian church will hold its regular meeting tomorrow afternoon at
the home of Mrs. L. R. Layton, 918
Eighth street.

SEEDS

J.

Household furniture for sale, leaving town. C. C Etting. 910 Third
street.
Costumes for the E. Romero Hose
and Fire company's
Washington's
llirthday dance and carnival can be
obtained from Mrs. Holly at the Rawlins house. The costumes are the best
obtainable in Denver and are the most
elaborate ever brought to Las Vegas.

oar Price

and Prompt to Give you the Benefit of
Any Decline.

EACH LOSE GAME

Try a drain, of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

'

In the doubleheader basketball contest played Saturday .night at the Y.
M. C. A. heit wean the four teams ot
the Y. M. C. A. league, the Business
Men and the Normal, the Seniors and
the High School, the Business Men
and the Seniors came off the winners.
Each won by one point. In the first
game the Business Men won from the
team representing the Normal I'niver
sity by a score of 21 to 20. The
score in the second event between
the Senior team and the High Schoo
boys was 25 to 24.
In the first contest the Normal Uni
versity was represented by a team of
three substitutes with one of the reg-i'!r- r
guards playing center. This was
made necessary by a ruling of the association officials that no one but Y. M.
C. A. members should be allowed to
play on the gymnasium floor. Captain Koogler of the regulars was in
the game and played the star role for
the students. Baker of the Business
Men played the best game for them.
At the end of the first half the Normals led by two points but they slowed up at the end of the game, allowing their opponents to win.
Of tlhe two contests the game between the Seniors and the High School
was the more exciting and the best
The school boys gave the
played.
Seniors a battle and the big fellows
did not have a walk away, as they expected. For the Seniors Webb played
a ocackerjaek game though he was
not in training and was forced to play
for wind a number of times. Webb
however, has a close competitor in
Swallow of the Higtti School and will
have to be on the jump to keep his
reputation as the basket ball star of
Las Vegas. Koogler, one of the High
School forwards, played a fast game
shooting four baskets in the first, half
in a classy manner.
The result of these games w.is not
as expected especially the Normal-Busines- s
Men and will disarrange the
schedule of the league somewhat. The
Business Men and Seniors will pla
for the championship, but as the Business Men have already been beaten
by the High School team their right
to the championship title will nwt be
undisputed provided, of course, they
win from the Seniors.,
en J,. C. Baker,
Lineup, Business
R. F. : Ted Ma.y w.rd, .Tj. F ; A. R. Mar- -

The Methodist people or Las Vegas
are against the staging of the John
heavyweight championship
boxing bout. Yesterday the congregation adopted resolutions to the effect that the mill if pulled off in Iab
Vegas, would be detrimental to the
community. AU but three persons
present voted in favor of the adoption of the resolution. One or tne
three was a woman. Whether she favored the bringing ot the champions
here or did not care to cast a vote
was not stated. The resolutions fol-
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We

have the very choicest Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal, Lard,
Sauages all kinds Pickles and Kraut. Mince Meat.

AT THE CRAAFSHAYWARD CO

STORE
We

Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable.

Jefferson Ray noli f President

Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier
d. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Reynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

PHONE NOW

Laundry
Phone Main

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

for
Our city will soon be
Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend
on the condition our city presents.

81

617

Douglas

It's time to get busy. Remove
flagration breeders.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
Tel. Main 124.

614

FOR SALE

A 4 H. P.

con-

-

motorcycle. In

A., Optic.

$35,000

Interest Paid cm Time Deposits

507 Sixth Street

VEGAS OPTIC

jblb

Vegas, N. M.,

February 11, 1912.
Resolved, that inasmuch as Governor W. C. McDonald Is quoted In the
Albuquerque Morning Journal of February s as having said that the
fight will not take place ill
New Mexico if he can help it, and
that he will use the mounted police if
necessary to prevent tt, and furthermore that he will bring the matter to
the attention of the legislature Immediately after that bory convenes and
that he has no doubt that a sufficiently drastic law will be enacted
which will protect New Mexico against
the undesirable notoriety of permitting a contest whien nas been outlawed in nearly every state In the
Union; therefore be it
Resolved, That we, the members
and friends of the First Methodist
Episcopal church of East Las Vegas,
New Mexico, in congregation assembled, knowing that such an encounter,
if permitted in Las Vegas, would be n
reflection upon the mtelllgence, th
business acumen and the morality of
our citizens and detrimental In many
ways to the best intsrests of the com
munity and a disgrace to the entire
state, express our appreciation of the
firm stand that our governor has taken; and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions be sent to his excellency, Governor W. C. McDonald.
n

No smarter footwear has
ever been seen in this town. And
their trim custom styles are not
their only exclusive feature.

REGAL
SHOES
give you the same perfect fit and comfort as
shoes because they are made in quarter-size- s
just
double the mimber of fittings found in other shoes.
We have a wide variety of styles in these new Regal'
models, and can suit your taste perfectly.
made-to-measu-

GREENBERGER

LET

us tell you About
our low Flat Rate

Window Lighting. You pay
big rent for that small space
in your Window, let it bring

you good returns by having
it well lighted.
W. P. Miuth.rd

Customer

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,

Mrs. M. Holly, a cogtumer arrived
this ' afternoon f rom Denver and will
be iu Las Vegas to furnish costumea
for the mask dance of Wednesday and
the E. Romero Carnival ball. Mrs.
Holly is making her headquarters in
the Rawlins house and will show costumes this evening tomorrow ami
Wednesday. She will remain until af
ter February 22.

COAL AND WOOD

The E. Romero Hose and Fire company has always made good with its
annual dance and the people of the
city have come to expect much when
it makes its announcements. The boy
never fail to deliver the goods ano
the dance on February 22 will be the
best, in the history of the company.

MITE

LUMP
AND RETAIL

WHOLEL
D.
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J. C. Johnsen, the undertaker, left
this afternoon on train 'Mb. 10 for
Wagon Mound, where he will take
charge of the body of A. MacArthur,
who died this morning, ant) make all
arrangements for the funeral.

Power company. Mr. Gilpen has held
the position of chief engineer and
general manager of the Las Vegas
Light and Power company for several
years and is a capanie man for the
position with the Albuquerque com- After spending a short time at
...
nnnu vir d jrtfi,..j
where he had Been investigatThe officers in thw town of Las Ve- - L,
T
pc,mlfnaelu
.r
"c6a company, win now
TM
ing several cases or cattle killing. C'Qfl QVC I'lll'lliltl,.- 11.. ill.
--- "r OTMin
have comP
arge of the plant
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena has re- improvement was a
one. :"c
The and business
department of the com
turned to his headquarters In Las Ve- gutters have been cleared of accupany.
gas. Mr. iSena found the hides of
mulated rubbish and will be able to
buried
under
cattle
few slaughtered
care for the storm water of the early
James H. Pierce. aecomnanipH
the rocks in an
place. spring rains.
This son, Floyd, arid daughter Miss
h
some
information
which
He gained
Alice, left this afternoon for their
Annie, the
expects will result in the arrest of f
daughter home in Clovis.
They accompanied
of Mr. and Mrs. Vidal Salazar. died
cattle killers.
the body of Mrs. Pierce to Las Vegas
6
o'clock
at
at
the
yesterday morning
for burial. Mrs. Gewge Tripp, daughhome of her parents, 824 Railroad ave- ter of Mr.
Pierce, left yesterday aftnue. The funeral was held this afternoon for Albuquerque from whence
ernoon from the Church of the Immacshe will 'go to her home in Clovis.
ulate Conception.
Villa-nuev-
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EAT

COAL FAMINE

SANITARY

BAKERY

Goods
FRESH EVERY

Euroria Rubio, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Rubio, Jr., died this morning at 8 o'clock
at the home of the parents, 826 Pecos
avenue. The funeral will be held tomorrow afternoon at 2 : 30 o'clock from
the Church of the Immaculate Conception. J. C. Johnsen & Son have
charge of the funeral arrangements.
d

DAY

Bread, Cakes,

VIOLETS TODAY
25c Per Bunch

AT

PERRY ONION & SON

re

All bills against the committee on
arrangements for the reception for
Governor McDonald should be presented without delay to Hallett Raynolds.

Fried Cakes.

Remember to Order Those Valentine's Day Flowers.

US

East

Our new Regal Shoes for this
season.

The

Science df
Selling

Farms
Eft

The Home of pure food Goods

LANGFORD BEAT BARRY.

If it may be termed a science

BOUCHER

Phcne Vein 121

ENDED.

Washington, Feb. 12. The coal
famine in Nome, Alaska, has been relieved by the army post there, which
supplied the Inhabitants with 82 tons
of coal, according to advices to the
revenue cutter service today.

Sydney, Australia, Feb. 12. Sam
Langford, the heavyweight American
G. A. Gilpin will leave this evening pugilist and
heavyweight champion of
for Albuquerque where he will take England, today defeated James Barry.,
a responsible position with the Albu- the Chicago heavyweight, on points
querque Gas, Electric Light, and in a match of 20 rounds.

Cookies, Rolls,
Doughnuts and

bank adopts every desirable method of modern
While this
it never loses sight of that essential quality! Absolute Safety.

EVERYBODY READS THE

low:

Ave.

Lincoln

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY-

quire

Surplus, and Undividid Profits

;
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Las Vegas Steam

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

BOUT

N

CONGREGATION PASSES RESOLUTIONS AGAINST CONDUCTING
BIG MILL IN LAS VEGAS.

o

The Homo of Quality

JOHNSON-FLYN-

BUSINESS MEN DEFEAT TEACHTRIM
ERS WHILE SENIORS
THE SCHOOL BOYS

Congressman George Curry of New
has introduced a bill which
provides for ihe rrefttlon at a new
'and district in this state. The dis- wick, C; L. W. Ilfeld L. U.; Hedgcock
and the R G. ; Normal Koogler It. F.: Sena,
trict centers around Sorni-rIs
to
the
location L. F.; Sol Gallegos, C.; McCullough,
be
city of Socorro
L. G. ; S. Lewis R. G.
Summary of
for a land office.
the game First half, Normal, field
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president goals, Koogler 2, Sena 1 , Gallegos 1
of the Normal University, expects to free throws, Koogler i. Business Men,
go on February 21 to the Pecos Valley field goals, Baker I, .Warwick, 2; free
where lie will make several addresses throws, Baker 4. Second half Norfree
before gatherings of teachers. Later mal, field goals, McCullough
6.
Business
Men,
Koogler
throws,
to
St.
he will go to
Louis
attend the
meeting of the superintendents' anl field throws. Baker 2, Hayward 1;
normal sections of the National Edu- free throws Baker 'A, Warwick 2. Onr
point was awarded to the Businesl
cational association.
Men in the second half. Referee Don
Schoeny; Umpire L. Swallow; Timekeeper Bi T. Mills; Scorekeeper M.
CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
Howell. Time of halves 20 minutes.
Line up, Seniors Lorenzen U F.;
TO LAUNDRY DAY
White R. F.; WObb C; Winters, L. G.
Schoeny R. G. High school, Koogler
L. F.; Hart R. F.; Swallow G.i Mc
Cullough R. G.; Truder L. G. Sum
mary of the game first Half, High
If you make it
free
School, field goal Koogler 4;
4.
Seniors, free
throws, Swallow
throws, Lorenzen 2, Webb 2 Held
LAS VEGAS STEAM
goals, Webb 5. Second half Seniors,
LAUNDRY DAY
field goals, Lorenzen 1, Webb 2; free
throws, Lorenzen 2, Webb 2. High
School, field goals, Koogler 4; free
you'll never go back to the
free throws, Swallow 4. In the first
half two points were awarded to the
way.
High School and one to the Seniors.
RefereeMarwick; Umpire Schoeny;
Timekeeper B. T. Mills. Scorekeeper M. Howell. Time of halves 20
TRY US ONCE,
minutes.
Mexico

12, 1912.

METHODISTS OBJECT TO

HIGHS AND NORMALS
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must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

